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TORONTO, JUNE 1, 1889.

CHOOL WORK AND PLAY.

A New Lst of Gonerous Premiums.
The Publishers of " School Work and Play"
ve decided to make a grand effort to interest
of the teachers, and all of their pupils, in this

untry, in the new Canadian paper for Canadian
lys and girls. Its excellence is admitted on all
nds ; but, unfortunately, it cannot live on even
e most sincere and friendly encomiums. Four
ousand more subscribers are required to place
on a safe financial footing ; and to the teachers
Ld their pupil canvassers alone can the pub-
hers look for the success of the enterprise.
Sundry prizes were offered for the formation of
hool clubs; but these were mainly confined to
e teachers. The publishers now make the fol-
wing offers, which they believe will be sufficient
induce an effort to secure the success desired :
PRIZES FOR PUPIL CANVASSERS.

i.-To the boy or girl sending the largest list of new
bscribers by Sept. ist, A Gold Watch.
2.-Second prize, for second largest list, A Bilver
Vatch.

3 .- Thiid prize, for third largest list, $10 in cash.
4.-Fourth prize, for fourth largest list, A Printing
'ress or a Magic Lantern, if the list be sent by

y; or A Good Writing Desk, if sent by a girl.
5.-Fifth prize, for the fifth largest list, A. Cricket
'at or Base-Ball Set, if sent by a boy; or A
ood Workbox, if by a girl.
It is a condition that the fifth prize list number at
ast 25.

PRIZES FOR THE TEACHERS.
Firs.-In order to secure the interest of the teachers
engaging their young canvassers, and overseeing their

perations, we will give a Concise Imperial Dictionary,
st binding, ro the teacher of the pupil who wins the Gold
atch; and a Concise Imperial Dictionary, cloth binding,
the teacher of the pupil who wins the Silver Watch.
We also increase our former offers to teachers getting
school clubs, as follows :
,.-An extra copy for an order for 5.
2.-The '' Educational Journal" for an
rder for 15.
3.-" Grip," 1 year, for an order for 25.
4.-" Grip" and "The Educational
ournal" for an order for 35.
5.-The Concise Imperial Dictionary,
est binding, for an order for 50.
6.-The Concise Imperial Dictionary
nd " The .Educationul Journal Pfor an
rder for 60.
7.-The Concise Imperial Dictionary
Tie Educational Journal," and "Grip,''
or an order for 75.
8.-Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,
ound in sheep, " The Educational Jour-
al," and " Grip," for an order for 100.
These generous offers to teachers, are, of course, inde-

endent of those to the pupils, the teachers securing these
remiums for their own work, as the pupils secure their
remiums for theirs.
Will our friends not now make one grand effort, either
a thorough canvass of their own, or in setting reliable

upil canvassers at once to work ?
Samples will be sent to all teachers whose addresses we

ave, on ist May, and samples and directions will also be
urnished, on request, to all pupils who wish to act as
gents and compete for the prizes. Address,

RIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.,
26 and 28 Front St. West, Toronto.

No. 4.

Editorial Notes.

THE Minister of Education has issued a cir-
cular calling for a conference of representatives
from the Boards of Management of Free Librar-
ies, and the Boards of Directors of Art Schools,
throughout the Province, to meet in Toronto on
the 4th inst. The object of the conference is to
ascertain how far an amalgamation of these two
classes of institutions can be practically advan-
tageous, and how evening classes for artizans,
mechanics and workingmen can be best organ-
ized under the auspices of the amalgamated
institutions.

WE have to plead guilty to carelessness in
allowing two errors to creep into our " Answers "
in "Question Drawer " of last issue. In enumer-
ating the Great Powers of Europe, we confined
our attention too literally to the continent proper,
and omitted to mention Great Britain, an omis-
sion of some importance as our readers will, no
doubt, admit. In naming the Executive Coun-
cil of Ontario we should have given Hon. A. S.
Hardy, instead of Hon. T. B. Pardee, as we
inadvertently did, as Commissioner of Crown
Lands. The latter resigned a few months since
on account of illness and was succeeded by the
former. In answering these questions, things
we do not know we usually take pains to find
out. It is the things we do know that get wrong
sometimes. Moral-Editors and teachers should
take care not to "know too many things that are
not so," as one of the American sages has it.

School Work and Play, for June 7th, (No. i1),
will appear early next week. It will be found
fully equal to former numbers. Most of the
Teachers of this country are now aware of the
merits of this little paper ; and the ten copies
which have already been issued will be under-
stood to have well established its character. The
universal testimony is that it is a good paper for
the children to have. Attention is called to the
list of Premiums to be given for canvassing for
this paper. Will teachers be kind enough to
show this premium list to active children in their
schools, and have them send for samples, with a
view to working up the lists. Subscriptions run
with the year, and back numbers can always be
supplied. It will be admitted that the publish.
ers are sparing no pains or reasonable expense
to make this paper interesting and useful to the
children. They ask the teachers to assist in this
work.

1
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READ " Bebe's " interesting paper on " School-
room Improvements," in the "Hints and Helps"
department of this number. We have other
good hints on school matters from " Bebe's"
pen, which will appear in another issue, and for
which she will please accept our thanks. Will
not other of our lady subscribers, many of whom
uo doubt wield the pen of the ready writer, do us
and our readers similar favors ?

THE Evaneelical Churchman comes to our ex.
change table enlarged and improved, and in a
very attractive form. The Editors praisewarmly
the enterprise and energy of the publishers, J.
E Bryant & Co., to whorn the success of the
piper is largely due. Owing to Mr. Bryant's
former connection with one of the predecessors
of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL this item will be
of interest to many of our readers.

THE method of " Payment by Results," against
which the teachers of England have so
long and vigorously protested, is partly but not
wholly abindoned in the much discussed new
code. The best authorities seem pretty well
agreed in condemning the system, and sooner or
later it will have to go, root and branch. But
what method of administering the grant shall be
adopted in its place, is now the question. It is
by no means an easy one.

THE N. E. journal of Education says that
"the Csnadian Parliament is talking about ex-
cluding Americai publications from Canada,"
and taunts us with bAng afraid of competition,
even with our heavy duties. Our contemporary
should inform itself better before making sweep-
ing assertions. The Canadian Parliament pro-
poses to exclude Anerican pirated editions of
foreign works from entering Canada to compete
with editions which pay an honest royalty to the
author. It proposes also to prevent British pub-
lish>rs from turning Canada's relations to the
Empire to her disadvantage by selling the Cana-
dian market for English c >pyrighted books to
American publishers, thus shutting out Canadian
publishers from all chance of competition. When
the United States has passed an honest Inter-
national Copyright Act, and not till then, it will
be in a position to throw stones at its neigh-
bour's house.

THE English Public School teachers' organ-
ization known as the N.U.E.T. (National Union
of Elernentary Teachers) has held its last con-
ference. " Henceforth," says the Schoolrnaster,
"its members refuse to be known as elementary
teachers." Instead of the familiar initials the

foLIIi J.~.Z* L IU.III UU su

place to annual meetings of the members of the
Company, under some new name not yet chosen.
A fundamental difference in the workings of the
body will be that every individual member of the
Company, or Union, will have a statutory right
to be present and take part in the proceedings.
Whether the change will promote or diminish
the influence and efficiency of the Union remains
to be proved.

THE teacher cannot be too careful to instil
into the minds of his pupils the highest ideas of
honor and truthfulness. It is needless to add
that in order to do this he must himself be a liv-
ing epistle of those qualities, that may be read by
all his pupils, and they are sure to be sharp
readers in such matters. Would our readers
like to know what has just now suggested these
remarks? We will tell them. We have just
been going through a few of our educational
exchanges, and in a little pile of ten or a dozen
we have met with two cases which prove that
neither editors of educational papers nor their
contributors--presumably teachers or ex-teach-
ers-are always honorable and truthful. In
the one case an editorial, in the other a
contributed article, are bald plagiarisms. Both
are taken verbatim- et literatim from other
papers (one happens to be one of our own
poor productions) without acknowledgment.
They cannot be explained as accidental omis-
sions to give credit. Think of a teacher of the
young stooping to meanness like that !

CONSIDERABLE discussion has been excited
by a statement recently published by the
Christian Register, and based, of course, on sta-
tistics, setting forth the aggregate number of
floggings inflicted in the Public Schools of Bos-
ton during the past ten years. The figures
make a big total, over 18,ooo per year, which
appeals strongly to the unreflective imagination,
though, when divided by the number of pupils,
the quotient shows that the average school child
would come in for but one whipping in about two
years. That is not excessive, perhaps, if cor-
poral punishment is to bc administered at all.
In regard to the latter point, Mr. Walton, of
the State Board of Education, is reported as
saying, " When I am in school I am in favor of
corporal punishment, when out of school I am
opposed to it." This is frank, and to the
point. To those who believe in the practice,
it will seern to justify corporal punishment, on
the ground of practical necessity. To our mind
the argument tells on the other side, being a
virtual admission that weakness or passion in
school does that which judgment and con-
science condemn out of school.

shorter orm . . . s enceforth to be used.
The resolution to drop the word " Elementary"
from the title was not carried without a struggle. WHAT a wonderful painter Rubens wasP" re-
The objects and methods of the Society remain marked Merritt at tbe art gallery. IYes," assent-
the same, but it has been resolved to register the cd Cora; "It is said ai bin tbat he could change

a laughing face into a sad one by a single stroke."" Why," spoke up little Johnnie, in disgust, " my
is effected the annual " conferences" will give school teacher can do that."

Educational Thought.

THE riches of the commonwealth
Are free strong minds, and hearts of health;
And more to her than gold or grain,
The cunning hand and cultured brain.- Whittier.

CAN there be a more wretched economy than
of the faculties of the soul ? They were given us
to be improved and expanded, to be carried as
near as possible to perfection, even to be prodigally
lavished for a high and noble end.-Journal of
Education.

THE men to whom in boyhood information came
in dreary tasks along with threats of punishment,
and who were never led into habits of independent
inquiry, are not likely to be students in after-yeara ;
while those to whom it came in the natural forme,
at the proper times, and who remember its facts as
flot only interesting in themselves, but as the occa-
sions of a long series of gratifying successes, are
likely to continue through life that self-instruction
commenced in youth.--Rerbert Spencer.

WHAT, after all, is the main function of the
teacher who is seeking to give to bis pupil a right
training, and a proper outfit for the struggles and
duties of life ? It is, no doubt, to give a knowledge
of simple arts, and of those rudiments of knowledge
which, by the common consent of all parents and
teachers, have been held to be indispensable ; but
it is also to encourage aspiration, to evoke power,
and to place the acholar in the fittest possible con-
dition for making the best of his own faculties and
for leading an honorable and useful life.-J. G.
Fitch, M.A., LL. D.

HERETOFORE,it seems to some of us,the common
schools have been run according to theories of col-
lege and normal school professors, with a view of
giving an education suited to doctors, ministers
and lawyers but not so valuable to labourers or
mechanics. Now as ninety per cent. of our chil-
dren leave. school before thirteen years of age,
should we not aim to concentrate our efforts so as
to reach those who are with us sa short a time, and
so do the greatest good to the greatest number ?
With this view, our teaching will become more
practical.-F. L. Wurmer.

AMERICAN soil is now the camping ground for
Europe, Asia, and Africa, and it is going ta be.
We might as well attempt to keep back the tides
of the Atlantic and Pacific as try to change the
decree of a universel brotherhood on our soil. We
don't want to change it, but we must provide for
it. One force, and one force only, can save us.
This is public education-not mumbling, Chinese
fashion-not repeating, Hindou style-not reciting,
after the old American and English form, but think-
ing, doing-doing and thinking. This wIll save
us.--N. V. SchoolJournal.

THE primary principle of education is the deter-
mination of the pupil to self- ictivity, and that teach-
er who fully recognises the active agency of the
pupii's mind in acquiring knowledge and experi-
ence and in applying them to the affaire of every-
day life, will be the most useful to his pupils. In
the training ai youthful minds we regard formation
as of more inportance than information, the man-
ner in which work is done as of greater consequence
than the matter used in the work. All true educa-
tion is growth, and what we grow to be concerne
us more than what we live to know. Piato bas
profoundly defined man the hunter of truth ; for in
this chase, as in others, the Pursuit is all in all,
the success comparatively nothing.-Sir William
Hamilton.

A STORY is told of a teacher, who upon entering
the school-room, habitually raised his bat and made
obeisance to bis pupils, and in explanation of his
unusual habit, said : "Before me are-the king@ and
queens of to-morrow." It is safe to prophesy suc-
cess for a teacher who thus highly values his pro-
fession, for in no selfish or superficial spirit will be
enter upon bis responsible and noble work. But
while I appreciate the importance of bis task-nay,
because I rank it most highly-I offer my first obei-
sance to the teacher himself. Greater than the
king is the king maker, and of more importance
than the queen are the forces which produce queen-
hood. Among the world's workers, none is to be
more revered than the teacher who measures up to
the full dignity of his trust.-Rev. De LaMarter.
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S6ecial Paters.

RELATION BETWEEN TEACHER AND
PUPILS.*

BY MRS. WHITE, CENTRAL SCHOOL, GUELPH.
THE question of the " Relation between Teacherand Pupil " is a wide one-one that cannot be

handled perfectly in a short paper, one that is not
often touched practically, and yet, it is one thataffects every man and woman engaged in teaching.

eot us try, while met here in convention, to gather
a few hints which may help us to realize more fully
than we have been accustomed to do, our responsi-
bility as teachers.

In the first place, our profession makes us
responsible, not only for the pupil's mental training,
but for the moral and mechanical training ; in
ether words, we bave to do with the work of heart,
head and hand. Let not teachers imagine that
their work is accomplished, if they merely sec that
a boy or girl learns so much geography, grammar,
arihmetic, etc. In too many instances this, and
this only, is the idea of teaching and, sad to state,
teachere are too often judged-that is their ability
as teachers is judged-by the number of pupils they
pass at each examination. Now this kind of thing
is ail wrong.

When this matter is spoken or, sometimes one is
told that " the school system promotion examina-
n is to blame. Let usas teachers look this thing
in the face, give it a full-faced, square, honeet look
aot be too thin-skinned to acknowledge that we

art0 blame, and not so conceited as to think that

eg are not open to being found fault with in thisrgia, viz., of being bound hand and foot to
bokihh teaching. Whether we acknowledge it or
DO, the fact is apparent that there is too much

chooeoy, rote, machine work, or whatever you
se tu call it, in most of our departments. The

dietal powers are actually dwarfed instead of being
evehoped. The process of rote teaching and too

cnuch preparation of the mental food ; too much
Cutting and drying, and handing to pupils in form

0O e , without seeing that the pupil is intelligent
n the points, resulte in turning out a sort of human

tiachIne. Now, fellow-teachers, we know that no
mind are exactly alike, and no two persons

eIve exactly the same account of same scene,
abet er they have actually witnessed it or read
about it, and it is certainly a most pernicious, I wsB
abiut to say wicked, mode to follow in teaching :th's of handing the food to the pupils for them to
swallow, without knowing anything more about it
than that they must know it word for word from

irk.es. We not only make school work hard and
some, but distasteful, inetead of being delightful

end attractive. No persons can be interested for
any time in that about which they are not intelli-
gent ; and how can we expect our pupils to be
different from ourselves. One says, IIHow is this
tu be changed ?u The change should take placein the very first book. Each pupil should be
taught to exercise thought from the first ; draw
out Of the pupil as much as we give, else we destroy
the very faculty we should cultivate, and we are
fast turning pupils into machines, cast in the samemould, knocking out of them originality and indi
Viduality. Innumerable instances might be given
of the ludicrousness of this process. A teacher on
one occasion gave an exercise in literature, to
Paraphrase a certain lesson that had been gone
Over (the teacher was new), and when the exercise
wert examined, every word of each exercise wa
exacty the same-leading to the discovery tha
the previous teacher had given notes on lesson
Notes were suddenly destroyed and a new order o
thinges introduced. So it happens in history
Notes are learned by pupils and given off, worfor word, and if the sub.lect-matter is touched upoi a slighdly different style, the pupil is at a loss.

This delightfülly inspiring habit of trairing t
think inight be commenced with tIte reading
lesson ; subject-matter thoroughly gone over, alsorts of questions asked in a very short time, bPupil as well as teacher, then a short accounWritten by pupil there and then, read off by onanotherand intime it becomes a real pleasureea wonderfll how the young mind will grasp thid"a Of expresing the thought, in fresh, origin.

ti Read before the South Wellington Teachers' Convenon, at Elora, February, 1889.

words; whereas, if a pupilis allowed togo on without th

this developing tili twelve, thirteen and fourteen, ha
il i next to impossible to get out of the cast-iron be

rut he has got po. Let us then, as teachers, love
the pupils sufficiently to have them intelligent on co
what hey are to make use of farther on in life. pu
Let us flot be emmed in between two fences, or li
limite. Let bs fot be satisfied without thorough w
understandiLg on the part of the pupil of the work cu
gone over. ru

Then we have excellent opportunities for heart ai
culture. We Bhould inculcate the desire to govern an
-self. Place a pupil on his or her honor, and cu
we have a power that no rules can give. We n
command repect instead of dematiding it. One o
teacher put il thus : " Teach me to trust you." T
The young heart is not hard and it can be easily ca
impreseed. I know a teacher who telle pupils when p
going over those lovely pieces for memorization "
(specially short extracts), that if they get hold of w
the truth contaired in one or two of these pieces, and u
it becomes a mou ding principle, they have their tu
fortune in their hand. Yes, any boy or girl, who ni
is honorable, straight-forward, and honest, can f
face the world without human friends. They will p
soon get them. e

"Honor and shame from no condition rise.
Act well your part, there all the honor lies." i

Let them understand the truth every time in such w
pieces in ail our Readers. Dig out the gems
of thought, and thus build up character, for g
this, dear lellow-teachers, is a very important s
part of our work in the school-room. It bas a
been said that " Teachers should be born," that t
no man or woman should touch the work unless
they love it, or love the child-love to sec the 0
mind developed, and the heart cultivated. There
stands before us a process of uprooting and 1
cultivating. Remember, "That acts oft repeated
become habits, and habits become second nature" 
-that we are helping to build character, and that
we cannot come in contact with anyone, even for a f
short time, without influencing him for good or
evil. Much need for watchfulness I Sec that the
foundation is strong-thorough and secure for e
mental and moral work afterwards. Take the
matter of copying: I heard a teacher say, with
reference to it, "I telli y boys when they copy,they
are telling a lie to me." "Yes," a listener added,
"and stealing." The teacher replied, "and working
for the father of lies." There are endless ways of
interweaving grand moral lessons. We certainly
have marvellous power in our hands as teachers.
May we build and mould aright, bearing in mind
that we muet give an account of our stewardship.

Lastly, we have the hand or mechanical work to
think of. We should be as much concerned about
the hand-work of our pupils as the head-work-
that is as to how the work is donc in school and
for school-neatness, exactness and particularity
in everything should be noticed by teacher ; lop
off slovenly habits ; notice manner of speech ;
position, treatment oi others. Quality of work donc
as well es quantity, is most important. We should
cultivate precise habits in putting down home work
-home exercises should be given very early, for

- the sake of inducing neat habits. Attention should
be given to the very minutest details-indenting
paragraphe, leaving margin, etc. If these little
nicetiee are not noticed until a pupil enterm courth

*book, or Third, il is neit to impossible to cuirivate
and ingrain them in four or six months ; but if

s steadily, uniformly, and definitely attended to

s from the very first, the development would be
t gradual, natural, and thorough. So that by the
f time our boys and girls entered the Collegiate

Institute or Grammar School, they would be littie
. ladies and gentlemen in the best sense, and reflect
d credit upon the staff of teachers in the building

from whence they passed. There are some other

0 points which might here be mentioned, viz.: That
o the habit must be permitted in some of the lower
l rooms, of counting on fingers, muitiplying by sep-

y rate figures when 12 is the multiplier; dividing

t by 2 (or any single figure), making use of long
e division-doig actual work in dividing by hoo or

1 1ooo ; and a principal of a college wae beard to

e state that be noiced actual work in dividing by i.
eAi tbese thinge should be specially noticed under
alead work ; work that belongs properly to the head

- should not be donc by the hand. Any kind of

dodge is taken advantage of to save the effort of

inking. No doubt al !eachers know of these
bits, they should be stopped before allowed to
taken up.

Then is it not a fact, that teachers sometimes
me short in example ? We cannot expect our
ipils to be better than ourselves. " Like teacher
ce pupil." Do teachers not sometimes require
hat might be called muscular obedience ? Mus-
lar rule brings mechanical obedien& ! Moral
le brings moral obedience. Teachers too often
low their feelings to run off with their judgment,
id their hand to run off with both. The habit of
uffing or puling ears cannot be too strongly de-
ounced; by giving way to any such habit we lower
irselves and bring reproach upon our profession.
cachers sometimes forget themselves so far as to
Il1 children " youngaters " and " monkeys ; " tell
upils to "go home and dig out their cars ; " or
go home and soak their heads." All such giving
ay to rough jokes is vulgar in the extreme. Let
s bear in mnd that we live in the nineteenth cen-
iry and not in the ninth. " If we want loyalty we
ust have royalty ;I keep up the tone of our pro-
ssion, get into love with our work, and so get
upils in love with theirs. Nothing no catching as
nthusiasm. One of the first educationists in our
ominion-Principal of Theological College-says,
I tell students we are strong as public teachers

n proportion to the force of personal conviction
ith which we hold and realize the truth delivered

-first seize the truth with a firm and overmastering
rasp ; get it deep down into your own heart and
oui, and then speak it, and everybody will listen
nd be moved thereby." So we wiil find in our
eaching.

Let me sum up in a few maxime that will fas'en
n the mind and heart of pupils :-" Whatever is
vorth doing at all is worth doing wel ." ' A
lace for everything and everything in its place.*
'Whatever is worth having is worth asking
'or." " An idie ( Ir empty) brain is the devil'a
workshop." " S tan finds some mischief till
or idle hands to do." Let us remember that
he pupils we are now helping to train wi
soon take our places ; they will be the future
ducationiste, ruiers, ministers, lawyers, doctors,

and voters ot our Dominion ; nay, more, the lulure
fathers and mothers. I would here just remnd
our male friends and teachers that, aithough men
are the " lords of crea-ion," women are the mould-
ers of the nation. May we then inspire our boys
and girls with a 1o& of knowledge, love of coun ry,
love of liberty, love of the Bible, and love or the
God of the Bible, and may they never permit the
iron grip of oppression, ignorance and superstion
to wrest from them these glorous and dearly bought
inheritances.

0-U-G-H.

A FRESH HACK AT AN OLD KNOT.
(Enter M. jean Crabaud, who speaks)

I'M tauht p-1-o.u-g,-h
Shall be pronounced " plow,"

"Zat's easy wen you know," I s y,
" Mon Anglais l'il get througlh."

My teacher say zit in zat case
O-u-g-h is " oo."

And zen I laugh and say to him,
zees Anglais make me cough."

He amy, "Not coo, but in zat word
O-u-g-h is 'off.'

0, sacre bleu!, such varied sounds
Of words make me hiccough !

He say, " Again. mon friend Ces wrong !
O-u-g-h ia ' up,'"

In hiccougi." Z-n I cry, " No more,
You make my throat feel rough.

" Non! non !" he cry, " you are not right-
O-u-g-h i, ' uff.'"

I say, " I ýry to speak your words,
I can't prononz zem though! "

"In time you'll learn, but now you're wrong.
O-u-g-h is 'owe.'"

"l'il try no more. I sall go mad,
l'il drown me in ze lough !"

"But ere you drown yourself," said he,
O-u-g-h is ock.'

He taughl no more! 1 held him, fast I
And killed him wiz a roughi

-CHAs. BATTELL LoomIs.
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Misic Debartment.

Ail communications for this department may, unti
further notice, be addressed to A. T. Cringan, 2
Avenue St., Toronto.

TIME.

THE object of Time-exercises at this stage should be
Ist. To develop an appreciation of the regularity ol

pulses and accents in music.
2nd. To enable pupils to distinguish between tones of

one, and two or more pulses in length.
3rd. To train the eye to read the notation of above

divisions of rhythm.

EXAMPLES OF METHOD.

Pupils clap hands softly while singing TAA TAA
TAA TAA on one tone, at any rate of speed indicated by
teacher's pointer. When a change is made to a faster or
slower rate of speed, the singing must cease while the
teacher counts a few pulses at the rate required.

Vary the exercise by changing the measure frequently.
Pupils count ONE, two, ONE, two; or ONE, two,
three, ONE, two, three, with emphasis on ONE.

When this bas been sufficiently well sung, pupils may
be requested to sing Two-pulse-measure or Three-pulse-
measure, the teacher simply indicating the rate of move-
ment without giving any special sign for the strong ac-
cent.

Short exercises containing few difficulties will be
found most useful in training the eye and car in teaching
time.

Write the following exercise on the black-board

Key D.
ald :m s :s a :m id :--

Question on Measure, Accent, Length of Tones, and
Time-names.

Direct pupils to sing to Time-names on one tone ; to
Sol-fa on one tone, and to Sol-fa in tune. When this
bas been sung successfully, intimate that a change will
be made, and request pupils to watch closely while this
is being donc. Aller the exercise into

c d :m l :- l :m d
Question on alteration. Direct pupils to sing to

Time-names and Sol-fa as above. Whenever the exer-
cise bas been correctly sung, it should be altered and
taught as above. The Time-names may be gradually
discontinued as the pupils gain confidence in Sol-faing at
sight. The order in which the tones are first given
should be preserved throughout (repeated tones ex-
cepted), in order that no difficulties of Tune may inter-
fere with the study of Time.

The " unexpected " will be the chief source of diffi-
culty in this form of exercise. ILt lias been said that
" the car remembers and expects." This truism will
serve to explain one-half of the difficulties to be met
with in teaching music. Let the above exercise be al.
tered into

c d :m 1 :- m :- id

and note the result. It will, almost invariably be no-
ticed that the m in third measure will receive one pulse
only, and displacement of accent will consequently
ensue. The explanation of this is to be found in a com-
parison of the first two with the last two measures.
Every tune, however simple, divides naturally into at
least two sections, which should bc combined according
to a definite rhythmic or melodic form. In the frst
section of the above exercise we have an example of the
rhythm TAA, TAA, TAA, AA, which is followed by
a change of rhythm in the second section. In singing
this, the Car remembers the rhythm of the first section
and exoects ithe same in the second section, hence the
surprise and consequent confusion when TAA, AA is
met with, instead of TAA, TAA. Exercises of this

sort should be freely used in order that pupils may form
the habit of singing what is written for them, regardless
of the uflexpected.

Examples of exercises to be studied on above plan

Ex. 1.-Key D. PRIMARY TWO-PULSE
MEASURE.

a. d :m :s 1 :m1 d

b. d :m 1 :- m :- d

c. d :- lim :-s :m d

d. Id :m s :- m :- d

e. id :m la :- -- :m 1d

f. d :- 1- :m a :m d

g. Id :- m :s la :m d

Ex. 2.-Key D. SECONDARY TWO-PULSE
MEASURE.

s. :d j m :-l :W fd j..f
b. :d m :m s :- l :m Id
c. :d m :- -- :s 1m :- Id Il
d. :d m s s :- - :m Id Il
e. :d 1 m :- -- :m a :m 1dIl
f. :d 1 m :m la :- :m  Id I

g. :d m :-- s : m :- id
Ex. 3.-Key C. PRIMARY THREE-PULSE

MEASURE.

a. Id :d :d m :m :m se :s :s d' :- :-
b. d :- :d m :m s :- :s d'

c. d :d :d m :- :- s :si d'

d. d :d :d m - :m la :- :s d

e. d :- :-lm :m :ms :-:-d'

f. d :- :djm :m :- a :a :-- d'

g. d :d :-m- :mis : :-d'

:- - l-
:-

: -:-
: -:-
:I:-

The last example may be written in Secondary Three-
pulse Measure hy beginning on on the last pulse of the
measure and deducting one pulse from the last note,
thus:-

a. :d d :d :d m:m:m a :a:sd' :- 

Where pupils experience a difficulty in singing con-
tinued tones, they may be allowed ta intensify the
vowel sound in each continuation. In this manner a
doh which is three pulses in length will be sung as
doh-oh-oh, and me as me-e-e, etc.

No life
Can be pure in its purpose and strong in its strife,
And ail life not be purer and stronger thereby.

" WHAT boots it, then, in what splendid colon-
nades ho wearies his packhorses, in what shady
park he strolls, how many lots le owns next to the
Forum, how many palaces he bas purchased? No
bad man is happy."-JUvENAL.

English Department.

Ail communications for this department should be sent
to W. H. Huston, M.A., care of THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, Toronto, not later than the 5th of each month.

ENTRANCE LITERATURE.

EDINBURGH AFTER FLODDEN.
BY R. L.

BEFORE beginning the study of this piece spend
some time on the author. Tell the scholars that
you wish them to find out as much as they can
about him. If possible, get the scholars deeplyinterested in him as a man. Our object in teach-
ing literature is to give children a pleasure in read-
ing, and the power of picking out what is beautiful
in the books they read. If only you can get your
pupils interested in the author you will have very
little difficulty in interesting them in what the
author says.

James IV. and Flodden l'ield should be de-
scribed by the teacher as vividly as possible.
" Marmion " will be a great help to him in getting
up this description. As the present poem in almost
entirely a description of the effect of the death of
James and the disaster at Flodden on the people of
Edinburgh, a child is not likely to be able to appre-
ciate the poem unless he is perfectly familiar with
both occurrences.

The simplicity and vigor of this extract makes it
a very suitable one for young students. The
teacher will notice that almost every stanza con-
tains a vivid word picture. These should be dwelt
upon by him. The scholars should be asked to
point them out and try to put them in their owi
words. Sometimes the teacher might substitute a
word of bis own for one in the poem and get
scholars to tell which they would prefer, and why
they would prefer it.

I. " News of Battle."-Notice how full of energy
and excitement this expression is. How quickly
by its use the author carrie us back to the state of
Edinburgh on that memorable morning after the
battle of Flodden, nearly 4oo years ago. Into the
first eight lines of this piece the poct has breathed
a spirit of joyousness and confidence. Observe
how the aathor makes the people use "news of
triumph " as synonymous with news of battle.

In the linos that follow there in a graduai transi-
tion from exultation to fear. The fiery beacons
seen the night before upon the hill tops are re-
garded by the citizens as heralds of a bloody battle.
Macauley's " Armada" gives a very animated de-
scription of the lighting of these signal fires. . The
atmospheric phenomenon-called the Northern
lights-so common in Canada, is represented by the
poet as an addition to the anxiety of the supersti-
tious townspeople. According to his graphic de-
scription, their eyes saw in it a supernatural display
(so fearful that the sky trembled in terror), made
to celebrate the entrance of departed heroes into
the spirit world.

II. After these recollections the confidence of
the citizens gives place to an intense dread of some
threatening calamity. Notice the eager anxiety
expressed in the lines,

" Warder-warder ! open quickly,
Man-is this a time te wait ?"

The poct skilfully places the agonized hurry of the
crowd in contrast with the slow swinging of the
city gale. Get scholars to sec that in the expres-
sion, " a murmur long and loud," by the allitera-
tion of " 1" and "m," and by the repetition of long
vowels, the poet makes this line resemble in sound
the murmur he is describing.

" Burts from out the bending crowd."--The
crowd is swaying backward and forward in its
cagerness to catch a glimpse of the messenger." Bursts '' strongly impresses us with a sense of the
deep feeling of the crowd. "From out," repre-sente the murmur as coming from the whole crowd
as from one man.

Throughout this poem a very effective use is
made of suspense. The reader bas been forced to
wait a long time before he sees the messenger, and
he will have to wait much longer before he hears
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the message. Have pupils explain as well as theycan the purpose that suspense serves in literature.Mark how the author, in bis description of Ran-dolph Murray,

" And bis weary steed is wounded
And his cheek is pale and wan,"

employs the connective " and " to detract from theefergy of the lines, thus making them more inkeeping with Murray's condition. Their languid-iss is rmade still more noticeable by being placedIn contrat with the energetic interrogation at theend of the verse.
III. In this verse observe how suggestive of thePtople's eger longing for news of the battle are!eir numberless confused questions, so many thatIt wul be impossible for Randolph to answertem. All through the poem the silent despair ofMurray is placed in strong contrast with the tumul-tus grief of the people.

des. "Like a corpse the grisly warrior.'--Thisdescription is very expressive of Murray's deepgrief He had probably been riding along perfectly
un nseona of the sobs and shrieks around himuntil now.

"Then he lifts his riven banner
And the asker's voice is dumb."

The Edinburgh people knew that their soldiersheld their banner almost sacred and would willingly
Yreld up their lives before they would set it dese-crated bu h
the . by the English. When Randolph help up
too pîaîriven blood-stained banner, it told them
tbe pa ly that all was lost and they feared to know

V. N
of sub Otice the change of metre with the change
hopefs ect. In this verse we have the kind and
betore address of the king given to the burgers
break the departure for Flodden. It forms a
thea in the saddest part of the piece, followingcloversei n which the lifting of the banner dis-closes the result of Flodden field to the people. Asaromentary gleam of sunshine makes a cave ap-aort arker than it did before, so the poet by tran-Porting us to the time when James, full of hopefeed strength, takes leave of the fathers, makes usfei the time he bas just described more miserable.Tbe kind discourse of King James also gives us abater knowledge of his character, and therefore
in therus better able to sympathize with the people1K heir loss.

er Than that the foot of foreign foe."-The allit-eratioof aI f" in this line expresses very forciblyhatred for foreign invaders.
The Word " trample " is highly descriptive of theacking. of a defenceless Scottish town in thoseays by a victorious English army.
VI. Observe how the effect of the intense griefOf the ldier is heightened by the mention of thingse cre little disposed to connect with tears or grief,the corselet and the mailed hand.

"And all of them were fathers,
And their sons were with the king."

Notice the pathos of these lines.
ChVII O ancient name and knightly fame andexpvalous degree."-These epithets should be
etained thoroughly to the clase by the teacher.
kigthngs are more full of beauty and poetry thanitesood and chivalry. It is easy to awaken thelterest of almost every boy or girl in them.
VII. "I However sharp they be."-However

feeble they may be of giving pain by cutting thefeelings as a knife cuts the body.g oe is written on thy visage. Death is look-veg fro thy face."The second line thoughvery forcible in little more than a strengthened re-aPe a the first. The Provost thinks the manhPPeared as though the spirit of Death had entered
horrible was IIloolfing from bis face," an idea veryabode for the body of a living man ta be Death'she Was but very sggstive of the dreadful thingsbcwsabout ta disclose.v
sX IIRight bitter was the agony that wrung that

The wole bud..-Notice the force of " wrung."
Wthpaa being of the soldier seems wrenchedSPain as e attempts to tell his tidings.

the tanhey fell around it."--Observedth tthi g siness of the approach of thedet oedescribedns

" Else be sure I had not brought it from the
field of dark despair."-If honor were the only
reason for bringing the flag away Randolph would
never have left the field, but would have died pro-
tecting it. "From the field of dark despair."
Notice the strength of this line.

'"Never yet was royal banner steeped in such a
costly dye."-Randolph's excessive grief makes him
use words out of their literal sense. The banner
was stained with blood not steeped in it.

There is a kind of ascending climax in the verse
closing in the last line.

X. In the first line the repetition of ' woe" is
very striking as if the poet's means of expressing
the intense agony of grief fail him and he is forced
to use the word he used before. It will also be
noticed that the poet in describing the effects of
Murray's tidings uses exclamative and very ellip-
tical sentences as more expressive of deep feeling
and more energetic.

« Oh the blackest day for Scotland that she ever
knew before."-Obtain from class why the poet bas
made this sentence so markedly ungrammatical.

" Surely some have 'scaped the Southron." The
aliteration of the " s " adds greatly to our sense of
the hatred the Scotch bore to the English destroyer.

XI. Notice the contrast between the wild grief
of last verse and the cold certainty of this.

"Till the oak that fell last winter
Shall uprear its shattered stem.

The impossibility of a return of those slain on
the battle field is here very strongly asserted.

The end of this sad piece is full of pathos. Try
to obtain from the scholars wherein this last verse
is pathetic.

The teacher may help the scholars greatly to
grasp the spirit of this animated poem by reading
it aloud himself and having the scholars rend it.
Generally we are much more impressed with what
is read ta us than by what we read ourselves, if
the person reading is fairly skilful.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
KINDLY answer the following quesfons which

are found in the High School Grammar, page izz
and 123, in the next issue Of the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL.

I. Pluralize, when possible, the following, stating
the principal involved : caiman, habeas corpus,louis d'or, decorum, laudanum, asparagus.

IL. Discuss the following formations with iespect
to number : vermicelli, poultry.

III. Discuss the peculiarities Of number in the
following : He bas no objections. I was in bis
favors. I will requite your loves. Break not your
sleeps for that.-J. D.

SIR,-By answering these questions through the
JOURNAL you will confer a favor on A DOMINIE.

IV. " Triallby Combat," High school Reader,
page 179.

What is meant by "l the Diamond of the Desert?"
V. "The Bard," page 115, III. 3.
To what historical personages does the poet refer

in this verse < The verse endless night ?"
VI. ' The Cloud," page 220, verse 3.
What is the reference in « the back of my sailing

rack ? "
PLEASE answer the following question through

the columns of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, and
oblige.

VII. What are the Literature Selections for the
July, 1890, Third Class Examination ?-J. R.

DEAR SIR,-Will you, if possible, answer the
following questions in your next issue ; if not, later?

VIII. " Resignation," page 105.

How are the last two lines of stanza II. connected
in sense with the two preceding lines?

IX. Give a good clear explanation of stanzas III.
and IV.

How is heavan like a " cloister ?
Explain stanza XI.
The notes on " Song of the River " were no ad-

mirable, and I appreciated them so much that I
cannot refrain from thanking you.-H. S.

SIR,-I am very much pleased with your JOUR-NAL and educational work in general. Would you
please answer this question through the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL.

XII. What is the grammatical value of the inflec-
tions of " seek," "l seeking," " sought," of -' love "
and " loving? "-AN INQUIRER AND CO-WORKER.

PLEASE answer this in the EDUCATIONAL JOUR-
NAL as soon as possible.

XIII. Where are the < Golden Isles " mentioned
by Tennyson in " Enoch Arden.-S. J. W.

ANSWERS.
I. " Caimans." (Not a compound of " men.")Habeas Corpus." (If any plural form arise it wilbe "' Habeas Corpuses.") « Louis d'or;" ' de-corums." (Not commonly used in plural form.)" Laudanums." (Plural form is seldom used, and

only ta denote varieties of the article.) ' Aspara.
gus." (We have never seen the plural form,which would be in English ' asparaguses.'

II. " Vermicelli " is an Italian plural of " Ver-
micello," and means literally " little worms."
l Poultry." A singular collective form from

poult pullet." The ry may be seen in "«yeo.
manry,' " cavalry."

III. These plural forms are all uncommon, but
are yet justifiable as indicating instances, occa-
sions, or examples, of the abstract quality de-noted.

IV. An oasis in the desert.
V. The first three lines refer to Spenser, thefourth, fifth and sixth to Shakespeare, the seventh

nnd eighth to Milton, the ninth and tenth to Mil-
ton's poetical successors.

VI. The cloud is by Shelley supposed to be an
invisible spirit or existence inhabiting the visible
material shape generally called cloud. In this
case before us the invisible spirit, i.e., the real
cloud, is supposed to be using the material visible
shape as a means of locomotion, as a " sailing
rack," as it were. The idea is that the sun rises
above (leaps on the back of) the cloud (my " sail.
ing rack.") That this is the poet's idea is evident
from the last stanza,

"<For after the rain, when with never a stain,
The pavilion of heaven in bare,

I silently laugh at my own cenotaph."

VII. The list of Literature selections for 1890
bas not yet been announced.

VIII. " Rachel, weeping for ber children, re-
fused to be comforted," is a Biblical expression
indicative of universal sorrow. (Compare " the
air is full of farewells, etc.") "I Sorrow." See
Jeremiah xxxii. 15, and Matthew ii. 17.

IX. The poet's thought is that although these
afflictions are universal they are not accidental,
but are brought about by a God who is too wise to
err and too good to be unkind. The idea that
even the darkest and saddest afflictions are bless-
ings in disguise is emphasized by Verse IV.

X. Heaven is regarded as a place of education,
a achool fret from all noise and bustie, and there-
fore characterized by the peace and quiet that are
a necessity of steady, permanent growth.

XI. The stanza seems plain in its meaning.
The child mourned by the poet is supposed not ta
have died. but merely to have entered a better
school. She is looked upon as growing and de-
veloping into a beautiful maiden adorned with the
grace of a celestial being, and expressing by the
brightness of ber face the beauty of her perfected
character.

TIME is a fiction and limits not fate.
Thought alone is eternal. Time thralls it in vain.
For the thought that springs upward and yearns

ta regain
The pure source of spirit, there in no Too Late.

MAN can ot make, but may ennoble, fate,
By nobiy bearing it.

"IT makes much difference whether you are good
or wish ta seem so."-MARTIAL.
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For Friday Afternoon.

DAY-BREAK.

SOFT folds of dull, gray mist
Mantle in shadow the sinuous crests of the moun-

tains ;
Low-lying clouds have kissed

The dew-damp dells and fern-fringed beds of the
fountains.

A tiny swaying of fairy curtain-
A stirring of leaves when the wind wanders

through-
A thistle-down flutter, unsteady, uncertain-

And the gray mist is trembling into the blue.

Threads of light unwind through the gloom.
Silver threads spun from the morning's loom,

A beam of bright light,
A wave of white light,
And show'ring and shifting
The day dawn is sifting,
The mist is lifting,
The cloud rack rifting,

And routed by smiles of the summer morn
It floats away as the day is born.

A glitter, a glimmer,
A lustre, a shimmer,

And the mist on the mountain grows dimmer and
dimmer ;

A quake and a quiver,
A shake and a shiver,

And then a whole buret like the rush of a river.

A down-fall of diamonds, a glistening of pearls,
As the sun fliats in and her white sails unfurls,
And scarfed in ribbons of purple and gold

A-flush as with wine and a-blush as with flame,
Bearing the life of the world in her hold,

Casting up cloud-foam out of the main,
Over the blue of the eastern sea
Sails the ship of the sun-god valiantly.
Laden with light from stem to stern,
With rubies and opals that blaze and burn,
Color on color and gem upon gem,
Laden with light from stern to stem,
Over the blue of the eastern sea,
Sails the ship of the sun-god valiantly.

A strand of white ail pebbled with red,
And cloud cliffs border a spatkling sea,

And threading between-
A shining sheen-

Rills of amethyst throb and flee.
Flashing up fromn their glistening bd

AIl the rills wind into the sea
Rimmed around with its cliffs of cloud,

Ail the ri 1, smile out as they fle.
And dimpling over, they laugh aloud,

At sight of the sparkling, shimmering sea
And thesun-god sailing valiantly.

- Youth's Companion.

The following familiar extract will afford an ex-
ce lent exercise for recitation by a boy. The short
simple sentences should be delivered in the most
simple, natural manner possible, yet with such
emphasis and inflections as will bring out clearly
the humor of the piece.

BEING A BOY.
CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER.

ONE of the best things in the world to be is a boy;
it requires no experience, though it needs some prac.
tice to be a good one. The disadvantage of the posi-
tion is that he does not last long enough. It is soon
over. Justas soon asyou getused tobeingaboy,you
have to be somebody else, with a good deal more
work te do and not half so much fun. And yet
every boy is anxious to be a man, and is very un-
easy with the restrictions that are put upon him as
a boy. There are so many bright spots in the life
ot a farm boy that I Bometimes think that I should
like to live the life over again. I should almost be
willing to be a girl if it were not for the chores.
There is a great comfort tI a boy in the amount
of work he can get rid <f doing. It is sometimes
astonishing how slow he can go on an errand. Per-

haps he couldn't explain, himself, why, when he is
sent to the neighbor's after yeast, he sops to stone
thefrogs. He is not exactly cruel, but he wants
to see if he can hit 'em. It is a curions fact about
boys, that two wili be a great deal slower in doing
anythingthan one. Boys have a great power of help-
ing each other do nothing. But say whar you wili
about the general usefulness of boys, a farm withou-
a boy would very soon corne to grief. He is always
in demand. In the first place, hc is to do ail the
errands, go to the store, the post-office, and to
carry aIl sorts of messages. He would like to have
as many legs as a wheel has spokes, and rotate
about in the same way. Tnis he sometimes tries
to do, and people who have seen him " turning
cart-wheels" along the aide of the road have sup.
poed he was amusing himself and idling his time.
He was only trying to invent a ne x mode of loco-
motion, so that he could ecanomise his legs and
do his errands wi! h greater dispatch. L -ap-frog-
is one of his methods of getting over the ground
quickly. He has a natural genius for combining
pleasure with business.

Mathematics.

Ail communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 2oth of each month to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

THE TRISECTION OF A PLAIN ANGLE.

[THIs problemn bas been declared impossible of solu-
tion by elementary geometry. Many solutions have
been attempted, some by Canadians, but all have been
shown to contain paralogisms at some part of the pro-
cess. MR. LAwRENCE SLUTER BENSON, of 25 Bond
Street, N.Y., thinks he bas succeeded by the method
given below. Our readers will, no doubt, be interested
in critically examining his proposed solution of this
famous problem. If there is a fallacy it can be pointed
out. A gentleman in Ottawa, whose name we cannot
find at present, attempted the same problem a few years
ago. We should be glad to have his opinion of this
solution.-EDITOR. I

F

LSA is a right angle.
BSA is any given acute angle.
LSB is the complement of BSA.
SA is diameter of circle.
P is middle point of radius CA.
PV is perpendicular to SA.
MV is parallel to SA, and produced until VX=MO.
Draw XC meeting circle at E.
Bisect arc NE at F.
Then, angles BSF, FSE, ESA, are equal, and BSA is

trisected.
Because, let D be any point on arc SDA. Draw

diameter DF. Make DG equal to SM, and perpendicu-
lar to DF. From G, draw GX paallel to DF, and GX
meets MV produced, at X, a point on XCY, a straight
line joining C and the middle point of are SD, whence,
arc FA is, also, bisected by XCY. This is so, because,
DC, SC being radii, are equal, GX, MX are equal,
being similar sides of equal and similar quadrilaterals,
c ntained between parallels equally distant apart ;
hence, when parallels to SA, DF are drawn, respec-
tively, from E, on CX, they intercept equal arcs on the
citcumference, which are each equal to arcs FE, EA,
SY, YD. Now, join ED, and draw SB parallel to ED,
then arcs N E, FA, SD are equal, when:-e, arcs NF, FE,
EA are equal. Hence, joining S to F and E, angle
BSA is trisected. Hence, also, MXG being equal to
SCD, is double SED, or * BSA. But, GX being par-
allel to DF, DEY is j YXG, or 1 MXG. Hence, YXG

is bisected through P, by a parallel to ED or BS.
Then, PV being parallel to LS, VX must be equal ta
MO in order that PXY be equal to DEY, or î YXG, or
- MXG, or 1 BSA. Whence OXPS is a parallelogram,
PXM equal to BSA, and MXG is i PXM. This is so,
because, unless PX, SB be parallel, or WX-MO, arcs
NF, FE, YD cannot be equal. Therefore, BSA being
the given angle, make WX=MO, and draw XCV.
Then, drawing ED parallel to BS, makes arcs SY, YD
equal, and drawing diameter DF, makes arcs. NF, FE.
EA equal, or bisects arc NE. Hence joining S to F
and E, trisects BSA.

If a given angle be obtuse, bisect it, and trisect its
half, as above, then double one of the three equal
angles, tri>ects the obtuse angle. If the given angle be
right, as LSA, draw through W, a chord parallel to LS,
whence, a diameter fromn extremity of chord bisects arc
SW, and joining S to this bisection and to W, trisects
LSA. Thus the principle trisects all angles.

, SELECTED PROBLEMS.

SUITABLE FOR FIRST CLASS WORK, WITH SOLUTIONS.
BY THE EDITOR.

52. Solve (i) x+y=C; (2) y+x=; (3) z+x = -

SOLUTION. Divide through by xy, yz, zx respectively,
so that ( + =c ÷xyz, etc. Subtract the second result
from the first and comine the difference with the third
result, etc., etc.

53. Solve (i) xy+yz=b2 _ y' ; (2) yz+zx=c' z'
(3) zx+xy a' - x2.

SOLUTION. Transpose x2, y2, Z2, add the equations,
take the square root, and x+y+z=square root of
(a2 +b+ Ca). Now factor the first equation and
)(x+y+z)=b'. In this substitute for x+y+z, and y-
b÷ (a2 + b' +c')j. Write down the values of x aind z
by symmetry.

54. Find the value of 14 by the shortest method, having
given 1= -941I764705882352.

SOLUTION. Since 1 is j of 14, we have only to
divide the decimal by 8, and get 1= -I176470588235294.

55. Find most readily to six decimal places, 1 + ;1
i÷t('5 - i), and V(6+2/5); given %5=2.236+

SOLUTION. First carry out the ,5 to six places and
we get <5=2.2360680. Next reduce I÷V5 and get

TV5, that la ' f2.2 3 60680=' 4 4 7 213 6. (1) Now reduce
i÷(/5 - i) and get j (V5+1), which is =¼ of 3-2360-
680= -809017o. Finally, by inspection, see that
<(6+ 2<5) must _=V + 1= 3-236o68o.

[For if Ïx +y =(6+2<5), when we square 2-,xy
mut = 2<5 and 6 must = the sumn of the squares whose
double product is 2<5, thus we see that x and y must be
5 and i.]

56. If 2s= a+ b+c, express in simplest formn
(s - a)3+(s - b)3+(s - c) + 3abc.

SOLUTION. Put x =s -a, =s - b, zs -c ; add these
equation s and x+y+z=s, for - (a+ b+c)= -2s.

Now given exp'n =x 3 + y3 + z- + 3abc.

Add to this 3(x + y)(y + z)(z + x) and subtract the saine,
then'xp'n=(x+y+z)-3x+)(y+z)(z+x)+3abc. But
by adding the equations x=s-a, y=s -b, etc., we get
x+y=c, y+z=a, and z+x=-b; so that 3(x+y)(y+z)
(z+x)=3abc, and the whole exp'n= sB.

57. Simplify,
(b-k)(c-k) (c-k)(a -k) (a-k)(b -k)

(b-a)(c -a)(c-b)(a-b) (a-c)(b-c)
SOLUTION. Change the sign of one factor in each

denominator, and hence change the sign of each fraction
to-. The L.C.D. is then (a-b)(b.-c((c-a), :.the
numerator of their sumn will be

-(b-k)(c-k)(b-c) +a(a-k)(b-c)
-(c-.k)(a -k)(c- a = +b(b -k)(c -a)
-(a--k)(b-k)(a -b +c(c-k)(a-b)

=a(b=c)+b"(c-a)+c'(a-b)
+k(ab-ac+bc -ab+ac-bc)
=(a - b)(b - c)(c - a):. sum= i.

58. Simplify,
y- z2)+y'(z- x)+ z'(x' - y2 )

x2(y -- z)+ y(z - x) + z2(x _ y)
SOLUTION. Arrange numerator and denominator in

powers of x and factor.
N=x'(y2 - z)- x*(y' - z')+Y2 z2(y, -z'), :. y -,0

a factor.
And x4 - x2(y2 + z2)+y2 z2=(x'- y(x2 -za)

.. N= (x2 - y2)(y" z')(x2 - z'). Similarly
D=(x - y)(y - z)(x - z). Consequently the whole frac-

tion =(x+y)(y+z)(z+x).
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59. Solve 6x' 35x+62x2 -35x+6=o.
SOLUTION I. The factors of the absolute term 6 are I,2, 3, 6. Trying these in order by synthetic division we

6nd X - 2 and x - 3 are factors, and the resulting quotient,
r - 5x + 1, splits into 3x - i and 2x - 1. Thus theroots are +2, +3, j and ý.

SOLUTION 2. Divide through by 62x 2 
and arrange

thus el (x2+ ý ) -- l(x+ ' )+ r =o. Add -î and
subtract i and clear of fractions.

6 (x2+2+ 1)-35(x+ i)+50=0.

as be y = or ig. Solving these two quadratics we get
fore 3x=1, x=3, 2X=1, Or x=2

6o. Find the effect of addirg the same quantity to bothternis of a ratio. Employ your results to compare the
Values of the fractions ¾¾1 and ; ¾ ¾l and ;i and ;1,.

Book work. A proper fraction is increased in value by
14 ding the saine quantity to both term..

Ist case : 483 519 483-86 519-86
483 519 483 519

and case: 3731 3731 + 67 d still < 3731 +67
4568 4568 + 67 4568+60

i. e. > 3798, since the frac-i n is increased in value
4628 by decreasing the denominator.

3rd cse - =cas-er = F, say

799 799 266k

799 5 I F
804 804 06o½ ý

"ut (1+266à) < (i ÷r6o4)
. F > F26. L the series 1 2+32+52+ etc. to n terms.

SOLUION• 1, 9, 25. 49, etc.
8 16, 24

8 8
o

+ (n+ 8 + (n -n2).8  n 42-
2 - 3 3

62. Sum the series 13+3+ 58 + etc., ton teres.
SOLUTION 1, 27, 125, 343, 729

26, 98, 218, 386
72, 120, 168

48. 48
o

1 s11 n -1)(n- )(n 2) 72+
i 26 2 - 3 -2+

(nl-1)(n-2)(n-3)
6Q - 3 - 8

63 tn to n terms 1 . 2 . 1 + 3 - 4 - 4 + 5 , 6 , 9 +7 .8 16 + n.
4SoL-UTION. The nth terme is (2n - I) 2n . n", that is4(r*+2n. Thus the series is equal to
4( 24 +3'+ etc., nteinms)~

2(13+2 3 +3 3
+etc., nterms)zin(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)(3n2 +3n- 1)- in*(n+ )2

6%( n+ I)(24 n2+2 în2 - l in -4)64. A ditch 120 rods long runs through pure sand and
and ay. If it were ail sand A could dig it in 30 days
d a~ n 24. But if it were all clay A could dig h in 40day and B in 60. However, A begins at the clay endend 7 dt the sand end at the same time, and they finishcoure days. Find how many rods of clay were in theCourse.

SOLUTION. A can dig 4 of sand, Or 3 of clay
Now i " " 5 2

d o i B spent the whole 17 days in sand, he would
Is 9, 8mis, leavmng 35 rods for A, who could do this t

nearly 5est rate in less than 12 days, leavi g i i idle
tun ti ays. This shows that B must noi spend all his

en theyn they are approaching at the rate of 8
s r day; and after B enters the clay they approach at

ay day. Let x= the number of days @ 8 rods a
8 17 -x-= number @ 5 rods a day.

(17-X)5=120 .:x=rI days; I7-x=5j days.
hus' A works 17 days in clay @ 3 5 rodsB "5 " @ 5 ro da

B * 2= 1 o§=6I clay.B . § sand @5 =58 sand.

65. SOle 2 -2o rods in aIl.
the ov 8 =V(x + 36x + 84). Why do not all
the r stisfy the equation ? Is there any equation

St roots will satisfy ?

then x- o.Square and add 8x' - 48 to both sides
. , 1 8 X+6= 9 xl+ 6  6

Le-.,4=-(3x+6)

x2++2 =o= (x + 1)(X +2) ;

or, XI - 3x - ro=o=(x ~5)(x+2), thus the roots are - r,
-2, - 2 and 5. Of these only 5 will apply to the given
equation ; the others would make xI -8 negative and

thus be incompatible with the dexter member which is

positive. The other roots belong to the conjunct equation,

8 - x2=y'(x2+36x+
8 4). It is to be observed that

XI - 6x 2 +64 is the square of XI -8 and also of 8-x
2

,

so that when wc aolve the equation after squaring we oh-
tain the roots of the equation given and also those of the

conjunct equation as given above.

66. How many cubic inches of iron are there in a gar.
den roller which is half-an-inch thick, with outer circum.
ference 5J féet, and width 36 feet d

SOLUTION. Outer circumferefce=
6G in. .'. radius=r

So U o i .O i ner radiu s 9½ in. Hencesolidity of
33r-v- ap) x 42 =2640 cubic inches.

67. A ladder 30 ft. long stands against a wall so as to
fori one half of an equilateral triangle. A certain dis-
tance up thia ladder a second ladder. also 30o feet long is
fastened so as to form an isosceles triangle with the wall
and the first ladder, and just reach a window 48 feet froin
the ground. Each ladder has the rounds about a foot
apart. Find the round of the first ladder, counting from
the top, to which the second ladder is fastened by its
lower end.

SOLUTION.
E C = 4 8=E F + B C

- B F =30 sin. 75°+
30 sin. 6o° - x sin.
60°, if we put B D= x

* x~ =O
sin 75°
sin 6°+ 30

48
-s1î -6--

=30 V3+I+30 -96

/6 11

152+5V'6+ 30 -

p 32y'3

15 (1-414)+5 (2'449)
+30 - 32 ( 732)8 f.
nearly.

Thus the 7th round
from the top is that to
which the upper ladder

le is fastened.

68. y 2 +z 2 -x (y+z)=a
z2 +x2 -y (z+x)=b
x +y 2 -z(x+y)=c

Put R, Sand M=x 2 +y 2
+z 2 ; x+y+z; xy+yz+zx.

Also Rl, S, and M1 = a
2 

+ b2 + c2 ; a + b + c;
ab + bc + ca.

The equations then become

R-Sx=a; R-Sy=b; R-Sz=c. Adding
3R -S 2 =S 1 ,or2(R- M)=S1
Squaring :he equations and adding them

R1=3R 2+RS= RS 1 ; .R= R 1÷S,
R1

Hence 3 q -- 28=81

.S-2S (R 1 M)2(a' +b +c 2 -3abc)÷ S12

p1
2

S 2, suppose; .. S= p÷S,

But from () a R px
s2 s2

:.px=R - Sia=a 2 +b 2 +c 2 - a(a+b+c)
=b2+cl - a (b+c)

x- b+ c 2 -ab-ca V ÷ /2 (a +b3+cl -3abc)
And y and z may be written down by symmetry.

See McLellan's and Glasian's A.lgebraic Analysis,
Part L, for another method of solution.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We have a large budget of letters on hand, chiefly from
Ontario and Manitoba. We will attend to these as soon
as possible, but the nrumerous requests fron our readers
show clearly that the matter of the present issue will prove
acceptable to a large circle of our friends who are prepar-
ing for the July examinations. In the next issue will ar-
pear a short article on Modern Geornetry, and, if possible,
answers to the many kind friends who have favored us
with questions and slutions. May their number increase.
Friends, this is the season to push the claims of the JoUR-
NAL and double the circulation,

-ints and Ne/ps.

SCHOOL-ROOM IMPROVEMENTS.

BY BEBE.

"ON one of four corners, where two roads cross
each other, is a little red frame building, sur-
rounded by a very, very dilapidated board fence,
and reached by a tumble-down gate and a very
much broken walk. Open the door, and you will
find yourself in, a room about twenty feet by
twenty-five feet, and nine feet bigh, or perhaps a
little larger. There are three windows on each
side, on which hang tom, faded green print blinds,
which I presume were bought at auction about
fifteen years ago. Across the front of the roorn,
and along three feet on each aide, are black-boards,
or dark grey, at least, and abwve al], from one end
of the room to the other, is a rusty old pipe, at one
end of which is a rustier (if it were possible) stove
and drum. Next, maps as old as the world,
almost, are hung around the room. In one corner
is an old desk and a chair." So writes a friend on
taking charge of a school. I may add, the desk
and chair probably overlook a number Of rows of
straight-backed, uncomfortable forms, and too
many teachers know there is no exaggeration in the
whole.

And that is the place where forty or fifty fresb,
beautiful child-natures at once are to imbibe ideas
that by-and-by will make them noble men and
women.

A few years ago I was very well tquainted
with one of those rooms, and it may be that some
teacher may find sorne of my plans useful.

Arbor Day was hailed with delight, and the
work done that day but paved the way for many
good things,-new fence, gates neatly painted,
maps, platform, black-board, and pipes. They did
not come all at once ; some months usually passed
between each donati9n, as if the trustees were wait-
ing to mee what effect each would bave-but we
worked in interim.

At a Public School Examination, I selected
Lesson XXX. for the class in Part Il., and they,
knowing the end in view, did it justice. Don't
imagine that I previously post my pupils for ex-
amination by having certain lessons prepared.

As each fresh defect was considered, one of our
trustees, our township reeve, interspersed the les-
son with, "Well, well 1 " "Oh 1" " That is fear-
ful !" much to the merriment of the litle folke.
Thus that lesson mended our roof, plastered holes
in the ceiling, got new hooks for the boys' and
girls' wraps, and actually led in the new stove-
pipes.

One early October evening, after four, I held a
meeting of the boys and girls, and gave them a
short exhortation on, " We must brigh'en up our
school-room." The result of that was that pic-
tures of all descriptions poured in, pieces of paste-
board, etc. These I assorted, choosing the best.
Each one was pasted to a piece of brown paper
of a similar size, and laid aside till dry. That
year the cedars were laden with beautiful clusters
of yellowish-brown cones (I have never seen so
Inany since). The pupils gathered for me a large
basket of the branchlets with their clusters.
These I securely fastened with worsted round the
border of the. pictures, making a decidedly pretty
frame when plenty of green was interspersed, and
they remained so till summer came. The pictures
consisted of the title pages of The Britisth Work-
man, Pleasant Hours, and The Band of Hope, and
several premiums given with certain papers,
' Young Canada," "The Roll Call," Queen
Victoria,"" Prince of Wales," and " Little Nell."

Wall pockets were manufactured from the fol-
lowing articles : Pasteboard, silver paper, little
pictures, scraps of velvet or cloth. These were
filled with bouquets of oats, barley, wheat, yeast
plant (a white everlasting found plentifully on
roadsides), and dried grasses of several varieties.

Cardboard, red or blue, cut in oblongs, eight
inches by twenty inches, furnisbed the back-
grQund for mottoce, " Press On," " Persevere,"
" Be Patient," etc. The letters were formed of
the cedar cones strang on fine woollen thread.

Then we voted that the faaed b inds must go,
so we put together our five-cents and pennies, anA .

(Continued on page 62.)
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE direct attention to the announcement of the merits

of the "Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is our inten-
tion to handle this Dictionary in connection with the
JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding, and the
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for $5.5o,
plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are paid in
advance may deduct the amount they paid for one year,
send the balance, and have the book at once. This gives
the party the JOURNAL for $I.oe.

We desire to repeat our request that Inspectors and
Secretaries of Associations send us programmes of their
forthcoming Conventions as soon as issued. We wish
to make announcements of such Conventions, with some-
what fuller particulars than may be found in a Depart-
mental list. Moreover, as this list contains only the
names of Inspectorates in which Teachers' Institutes are
held, a great many Conventions of Teachers, not being
upon the list, are unknown to us, and unannounced.

TEACHERS' INSTITUTES.
i. North Essex, at Windsor, May 31st and June ist.
2. South Essex, at Amherstburg, June 5th, 6th and

7th.
3. Ontario, at Beaverton, June 6th and 7th.
4. Algoma, at Sault Ste. Marie, June I3th and r4th.
5. ". at Little Current, June 2oth and 21St.
Entertainment on evening of first day in connection

with Nos. i and 2. Mr. W. Houston, M.A., Parlia-
mentary Librarian, will attend Nos; 3, 4, and 5, and will
in each case deliver a lecture on the evening of the first
day.

We haqe no announcements of any other conventions
for June.

Editorial.

TORONTO, JUNE 1, 1889.

THE MATRICULATION QUESTION.
IT will be fresh in the memory of our readers

that Rev. Principal Grant, of Queen's Univers-
ity, addressing the Council of that institution in
February last, made some trenchant criticisms
on the present standard and methods of examin-
ation for matriculation in Ontario universities,
with special reference to the course which the
University of Toronto bas pursued in the mat-
ter. To use his own words, he ponted out that:-
" All our universities now accept the same
bubjects and hold their examinations at the
same time and in the same places; that our
(Queen's) assimilation to the standard of To-
ronto University-made in the interest of the
High school teachers-had obliged us to lower
our pass, as regards percentage and at least one
subject ; that, to ensure complete uniformity, a
common board and common examiners are
needed ; and that our overtures to the Senate
of Toronto for a conference to secure these had
been disregarded."

Principal Grant returns to the subject in an-
other address to the Council, delivered on the
28th uit. He notices various criticisms touching
the present examinations for matriculation;
shows by comparison with Yale and Harvard
the decided inferiority of our Canadian stand-
ards ; points out that the remedy which first
suggests itself as the natural one, viz., common
action by the Universities, bas been used effect-
ively in Massachusetts, where Harvard, by far
the most important University in the State, did
not disdain to ask and secure the co-operation
of the other institutions with a view to promote
the study of English in the secondary schools,
and for other purposes ; that similar co-opera-

tion in Ontario is prevented by the attitude of
the Provincial University, the Senate of which
has not even yet answered an official letter
addressed to it on the subject by Queen's Uni-
versity, in 1886, and that this action, or rather
inaction of the Provincial University blocks the
way to improvement not only in other univers-
ities but " in the whole educational system from
top to bottom." Principal Grant then goes on
to approve the plan advocated by Professor
Dupuis, in 1886, that of substituting for the pre-
sent July matriculation examinations, a "Ileav-
ing" or final examination for the High schools
and Collegiate institutes.

We should gladly treat of each of the import-
ant topics suggested at length, but the limits of
our space will not admit of full discussion. A
few remarks may, however, be in order.

In the first place we cannot refrain from a re-
newed expression of regret at the apparent
indifference of the University of Toronto to
educational reform, at its åpparent unwillingness
to act in concert with the other universities in a
matter of common interest, and of undeniable
importance to the cause of higher education in
the Province, and, above all, at the singular and
apparently studied discourtesy with which its
authorities and Senate have received the over-
tures of Queen's. The result seems to be, as
Principal Grant points out, that the other Uni-
versities, "having adopted the Matriculation of
Toronto, are at its mercy. Whether it prescribes
good, bad or indifferent standards, protest avails
nothing," a result which, it must be confessed,
goes far to justify the caustic inference that " the
Legislature having given it a position that en-
ables it to take that attitude," it "seems to be
more zealous for itself than for the end for which
it was established," so that, like an established
Church, "it disdains dissent and becomes sec-
tarian where it ought to be catholic." We
commend Principal Grant's arraignment to the
many alumni of the Provincial University
amongst our readers. We feel sure that most of
them appreciate the situation and will do
their utmost to lift their Alma Mater out of the
deep rut in which established institutions of the
kind are so prone to run.

We cannot but agree to some extent with a
criticism to which Principal Grant replies. A
twenty-five per cent standard of admission is in-
deed both "miserable" and absurd. If the exam-
ination questions are, as they ought to be, of such
a kind as a well qualified candidate may fairly
be expected to answer, a twenty-five per cent.
standard must be designed to admit those who,
by all laws of efficiency, ought not to be admit-
ted. No professor can do effective work with
a class of students whose acquirements are so
unequal that they have to be marked on a gamut
of 25 to roo. The twenty-five per cent. man-
assuming always the fairness of the examination
-bas no right to be in the same class with a
seventy-five per cent. man. But we are forced
by experience and observation to admit that we
attach very little value to the nominal percent-
age required in any examination as a criterion of

efficiency or a means of compa rison, so much de
pends on the kind of examiner who sets the
questions and values the answers. We have
sometimes been forced to smile at the tone of
conscious superiority in which visitors frorn
American institutions have sought to crush ouf
poor Canadian schools with the assurance that
in those with which they are connected no stta
dent could pass who failed to reach at least

seventy-five, or perhaps ninetyper cent., as if that
statement were the end of all controversy. All
this is, however, as Principal Grant says, a mat
ter of detail, and we are by no means sure that
the seventy-five per cent. scale may not be the
better one.

If the proper conditions could be attained, we
are inclined to the opinion, after having givei
considerable thought to the matter, that the pro-
posed "leaving" High school examination would
better effect the object in view, than the present
matriculation examination. In the first place it
would give scope for the practical application of
the principle, which nearly every educator will
endorse, that the judgment and record of the
teacher should.enter, as an important factor, intO
the result of every examination. Every teach-
ing institution should examine its own pupils, of
should at least have a voice in determining the
standings of its own students, as the result of
examination. The only use of the matriculation l
examination to the university is to enable it to
assure itself that the student seeking entrance is
intellectually qualified to enter upon one of its
prescribed courses, and to do the work required
of its students. Most professors of cxperience
will, we venture to assert, admit that the certifi-
cate of a competent High school staff would be
a better guarantee of such fitness than the re
sults of an examination by the average univers-
ity examiner can possibly afford. A classifica-
tion, into which the reports of a competent
Board of Examiners and those of the Higb
school staff entered as joint factors would, in
our opinion, afford the best possible basis of
admission to the universities, and the latter
would be thereby left free to give undivided at-
tention to their own proper work.

An argument in favor of the "leaving " exam-
ination which is, in our view, not second il'
weight to that touching its usefulness as affording
a standard for entrance to unversities, is that
based upon its fitness as the culmination of the
High school course, and a goal for its students
Something of this kind is already supplied by the
certificates given by some of the best of these
institutions to pupils who have completed the
full course. Such certificates won as the result
of an examination, and accepted as an equivalent
to matriculation, would carry an increased value,
and stimulate many who now stop short of the
full course, to persevere to the end. That, iO
itself, would be a great advantage to the cou":
try and to the work of the secondary schools 0f
which the country is so justly proud.

We quite agree with Principal Grant that the
Board of Examiners needed for the successful
working out of such a system, should include
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ien in whom the whole country would have con-
fidence, and should be responsible to the public
and open to criticism. They should be, as all
examiners should be, practical educators. But
we very much doubt whether such men either
would be willing, or ought to be expected, to do
this arduous work for nothing. That is, how-
ever, another question, though a very important
One, of detail.

Of the crying need that the standard of matri-
culation into Canadian universities should be
raised very considerably, we have previously
spoker. That need is obvious and undeniable.
Principal Grant's comparison with Yale sets it in
a very clear light. Some further observations
we should like to make, especially with refer-
ence to the proper place of English in any im-
Proved standard, must be reserved for another
Occasion.

DR. RYERSON'S STATUE.

THE statue of the late Dr. Ryerson, which
has been so long in course of preparation, has
been set up on the Normal School grounds, and
Was Unveiled, with appropriate ceremonies, on
the 24th ult. The Minister of Education pre-
Sided, and delivered an opening address, show-
ng clearly and forcibly the great services

rendered by Dr. Ryerson to popular education
in the Province, and the debt of gratitude due
him.

through the ample folds of the Doctor's gown,

which in their various lines, lend richness and

interest to the work, and take away the stiffness

of the modern costume. The left hand is raised

nearly to the breast, and in it is grasped a book.

A little to the left and rear of the figure stands

a short pedestal bearing three books, carelessly

laid one upon another ; and on one of the

panels of the pedestal is the arms of the Depart-

ment of Education. Dignity of bearing, repose

and action, and distinct force of character, emi-

nent qualities in the personality of the late

doctor, mark the expression of the figure ; and

it is evident that no pains have been spared by

the artist, Mr. Hamilton McCarthy, in the

modelling of the details of both statue and

pedestal. The statue stands in a commanding

position in the Normal S3hool grounds. It will

add a new object of interest to the many attrac-.

tions which these grounds present to teachers

and others visiting the Department.

SCIENTIFIC TEMPERANCE.

THE Report of the Committee on Temper-

ance, presented at the late meeting of the Synod

of the Presbyterian Church at Bowmanville,

contained the following suggestive sentence:

" The repeal of the Scott Act may not, under

present circumstances, be a retrograde move-

ment but it is very significant that almost ail, if
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The ceremony of unveiling was performed by not quite all, of the sessions in counties that have
Sir Alexander Campbell, the Lieutenaut-Gover- rtned to the license system report ' change
nor, who said that he thought no pleasanter duty retu e orse an se in att r t 'change i

could fall to the lot of any LieutenantGover for the worse,' and agree in attributing it to the
than that of assisting in honoring one of the repeal of the Scott Act."

Province's noblest men. It is quite possible, as here suggested, that the

At the close of the ceremony of unveiling, Dr. Scott Act may have done its work in the coun-

J. George Hodgins was called upon, and read ties in which it has been repealed and that the

an interesting paper, entitled " An Historical time had corne for it to give place, in order that

Retrospect," in which he reviewed the progress something better may follow. But the friends

Of education in Ontario. This was followed by of temperance-and that phrase will, we feel

addresses by Mr. McQueen, who spoke on sure, include every reader of the EDUCATIONAL

behalf of the Teachers' Association of Ontario, JOURNAL-must feel that a double obligation
and Alderman MeMillan, as Acting Mayor of the rests upon them, in consequence of that repeal.

city. Addresses were delivered also by Hon. It will never do to let the last state of the coun-

John Macdonald, Rev. Dr. Burwash, Rev. Wm. try be worse than the first. " Change for the

Clarke, and Dr. T. H. Rand, representing worse," is sure to follow unless strenuous efforts
respectively, Toronto, Victoria, Trinity and are put forth to bring about change for the bet-

McMaster Universities. ter.
We understand that a memorial volume will One of the best, perhaps the very best means

be Published, to commemorate the event. This of effectin' this change for the better, of laying

Will, no doubt, contain the speech of the Minis- broad and deep the foundations of a reform

ter of Education, Dr. Hodgins' paper, and the that shall be universal and permanent, is the

other addresses delivered on the occasion. careful education of the young in regard to the

The statue is of bronze, nine feet six inches in effects of alcoholic stimulants. This is pre-emin-

height, and stands upon a pedestal of New ently a work for the teachers. It would be their

Brunswick granite, ten feet six inches high. It duty as true men and women and good citizens

represents Dr. Ryerson in the attitude of ad- in any case, it is now made their officiaI duty by

dressing an audience in the cause of education. the action of the Education Department, to see

The head is turned a little to the right, with the that the school children of Ontario do not grow

lips slightly parted, and with the massive brow up in ignorance, where accurate knowledge is of

and flowing locks, gives a correct and forcible the highest importance to their future well-being,

expression, in harmony with the action of the physically, socially and morally. In regard to
advanced arm and firm position of the right leg. this matter the Presbyterian Synod adopted the

The proportions of the figure are very well kept following resolution

"l That we express satisfaction that the Minis-
r of Education has decided to allow value for
xamination in the Public schools on the sub-
ct ot Scientific Temp:rance, which we believe
be the best means of securing faithful, con-

ant instruction in these important principles;
nd, further, that the Synod again urge ministers

nd people to use all diligence, that the author-

ed text-book on this subject be introduced into
very Public school."
Other religious and philanthropic bodies will

o doubt take the same ground. And the

eachers of Ontario will not fail, we feel sure, to
se all their influence to carry out the design of
he Department and the recommendation of the
est citizens, that the effects of alcohol upon
he hutman system be scientifically taught in
very school. No child in Ontario should be

ermitted to grow up and go out, into the world

f temptation and struggle without having been

aught the whole scientific truth in regard to

his matter. Let but one generation receive this

nstruction, and go forth with intelligent con-

eptions of the nature and consequences of the

iquor habit, and the strong drink problem will

ave been satisfactorily solved.

EDITORIAL NOTES.

WE regret to find that reports of the East

Lambton and the Lanark and Addington
Teachers' Associations, which are in type, are

navoidably crowded out of this number.

rhese, with others coming to hand, will appear

n next issue.

THE attention of our readers is directed to

he advertisement, in another column, of the

Niagara-on-the-Lake Assembly. Special classes

in music will be conducted by Mr. Alex. T. Crin-

gan, the editor of our Music Department, and

a bonus will be given by the Provincial Educa-

tion Department, to all students who attend the

requisite number of lessons, and pass the pre-

scribed examination for certificates in music and

drawing.

THE twO hew books issued by the publishers

of the JOURNAL are fast becoming favorites with

the teachers. They are Practical Probklms (700)
in Arithmetic," and " one fJundred Lessons (400

exercises,) in English Composition." These are

distinctively teachers' books, designed to assist

by furnishing properly graded exercises in their

respective subjects. Why a teacher should

spend his time and waste his energies in devising

problens and exercises in these subjects, when

he can have books giving him all he requires for

so snaîl a figure, it would be difficult to explain.
A teacber's time and effort are too valuable for
such waste. Send 25 cents to Grip Printing &
Publishing Co., 26 Front street, west, Toronto,

and get a copy of either of these books. Or, to

be well furnished for exercises in these subjects,

order them both.
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(Continued from page 59.)
bought twelve yards of six-cent cotton and nine
yards of Turkey-red, from which I made six blinds
and six curtains. The latter were drawn at the
top, and looped up in the centre.

The blinds require washing perhaps once in six
months. The girls crocheted bright-colored yards
of chain-stitch finished with tassels to tic up the
blinds.

As the decorations fadcd, wo had them removed
and replaced with something new.

Pictures, framed with a narrow binding of Tur-
key-red or bine, are quite pretty. Of course none
of ihis work was allowed to interfere with school
duties.

The pupils were always interested and active,
and the effect was at once perceptible mentally
and morally, and never once was anything pulled
down or in any way marred.

Patience and work were required, but the pupils
enjoyed it ail so much, as did likewise their
teacher, that the labor was not grudgingly given.

Some of the parents have even declared that
they were sorry their school-days were past ; but
how I should like to have a few of them for a few
days, and we should surely say good-bye to our
uncomfortable seats. •

"POLLY, YOU TALK TOO MUCH."
BY MACK SAURA.

"I DON'T sec why "I can not make my pupils
understand that subject," said a seventh grade
teacher to me one day. " l've explained and ex-
plained it, over and over!"

"That is the trouble, precisely," was the reply.
"What do you mean ?"
"You explain too much. What they need is

not explanation, but work. Too much talking
soon puts them in the condition of young robins ;
-when you chirp, they settle back and open their
mouth.s to permit you-and really, it is quite kind
on thei r part-to poke the food which you have
gathered down their helpless throats. You can
not make them strong by continually doing their
work for them. As well try to train a race-horse
by hitching him to a post, with a bundle of oats at
bis nose, where ho can watch you cantering
around the course, doing his practice for him."

Make thinkers and workers of your pupils, and
not meal-sacks to receive the grist as you grind it
out.

Much talkiùg is not much teaching.-Indiana
Schooljournal.

OBSTINACY.
BY M. C. H.

A CHILD who refuses to obey a command is not
nt cessarily an obstinate child, even though the re-
fusal be persistent. Much may be passing
in bis mind, the half of which, if we could but
know, would make us blush for our criticism on his
conduct.

Fear, one of the most demoralizing and uncon-
trollable of human passions, May, unknown to us,
have gained such a mastery over the child's will,
that his refusai to exert that will in the right direc-
tion may ho a case of inability, not obstinacy.
Children dread and suffer so much of which they
say nothing, that we lose sight of one of their
strongest incentives to action.

The brain of a littile child is not always quick to
act, and a certain a ought or idea may be lodged
so firmly in it, that a temporary paralysis may
take place in that portion-a paralysis which it
only aggravated and increased by forcible at.
tempts to overcome it.

The most trying cases of obstinacy may fre.
quently be successfully treated by diverting the
child's thoughts from the unpleasant subject.
Talk with him on something of interest to him,
until the mind has been turned into a new chan
nel, and then suddenly but quietly repeat the dis.
regarded order. It will probably be obeyed. I
this plan does not succeed, if there is still a doter
mination to disobey, look for some motive for such
refusal to yield to authority, and an unsuspected
childish fear or dread will generally account for it.

The writer, after some years experience with
little children, bas found that gentleness and care

fuI looking into hidden causes are the truc and
successful ways of dealing with this common trait
of childhood.

If we could always realize how strong we are in
our gent/cness, how great an amount of struggle
and disappointment in our discipline would melt
away-how tru-y powerful we should become in
our management of the little ones. Truly the
Psalmist says,

"Thy gentleness hath made me great."

-Popular Educator.

TACT IN GOVERNING.
TACT does not treat an entire class to a five-

minute scold simply because one pupil bas not
donc bis work.

When one boy is noisy or frivolous, tact doe
not attract the attention of a dozen industrious
ones by administering a rasping reproof. Tact,
having learned that silence is the surest cure for
disorder, fixes bis eye on the culprit and quietly
waits for him.

During change of classes or at any other odd
moments, Tact never lots go the reins, for ho well
knows the value of an ounce of prevention.

Tact has few rules, but those ho has are strictly
enforced.

Tact makes conviction the- foundation of obe-
dience, but strengthens ibis obedience by proper
authority. IUnderneath bis silken glove there
rests the hand of steel."

Tact studios the good points of bis pupils, and
always aime to touch the lever that put. into
operation the best that is in the boy ; and as
carefully avoids aIl unnecessary conflict with the
bad that inay be in him.

Tact always does himself as much as ho de-
mands of his pupils. Puts neat work on the
black-board, never lounges, always speaks dis-
tinctly.

Tact accords the same respect to his pupils'
rights as ho expects for his own.

Tact is constantly increasing hie knowledge of
the subject taught and improving his methods of
presenting them. He thus brings live blood into
every recitation, and does much toward removing
the dull monotony that is likely to accompany
routine work.

Tact puts himself in good humor by taking note
that the great body of bis boys and girls are ear-
nest, studious, and well-disposed. This keeps him
from wasting nerve and patience in fretting over
the one dull, lazy, or refractory boy that is pretty
sure to be found in every school.-School ZVews.

TALKS WITH TEACHERS.
BY THE AUTHOR OF "PRESTON PAPERS

WHAT ?

HAVI-NG decided why you are in the ranks, let
us sec, next, what you are accomplishing in the
fields that await the march of well-disciplined sol-
diery. Are you teaching text-book literature
only? Merely what your contract or your fixed
programme calls for? Then let me whisper some-
thing in your ear : Contracts are of two kinds, ex-
pressed and implied, and the law holds each
equally as valid as the other, and that your lia-
bility on one is no greater than on the other.
This allows of no shirking any duty which you
ought to take up, with respect to the highest
spiritual, mental, moral and physical weli being
and advancement of the pupils committed to your
care. Are you doing this, or do you-if you seo a

i besetting sin, a weakness, an excrescence-seek
to remedy that which your position as teacher
implies you can remedy ?

Are you cultivating in your pupils habits of obe-
dience, punctuality, courtesy, neatness, self-res-
pect, self-reliance, kindnesp, reverence, attention,
and love for their p'aymates ? Are you teaching
them practical, every-day lessons in caring for
their bodies, their tempers, their souls, along with

f their minds ? Are you teaching them the value of
. cheerfulness, of regular habits, of purity of thought
i and language ? The danger of vile or even
I tainted associates and li'erature ? Aie you open-

ing their ryes to the " great miracles tbat go on in
silence around " you, or bas your own heart never

. been " awed " thereby ? Are you teaching them

confidence in you and sympathy with each other?
Courage for the right, and fear, scorn and haie of
evil ? Are you building character for, with, and
before them ?

These are questions of vital importance to ail
concerned in your contract, either as parties
thereto or that may be affected thereby. Consider
them before you enter upon another. lYea, let
your meditations be upon them day and night,"
until the answers are satisfactory to your quh k-
ened counscien ce.-Southwestern Journal of Edu-
cation.

School-Room Methods.

LANGUAGE LESSONS.

FOR every grade of pupils there muet be selected
appropriate subjects on which they can express
their thoughts. Suppose the teacher bas a school
of forty pupils arranged in four classes, D, C, B, A.
Here is an outline of the work for each class:

D. These are in the First Reader.

i. They will copy 10 words in columns from their
readers.

2. Select a word'and put on the blackboard, as
dog," and let them write 10 sentences.
3. Select some "idiom " as " I saw " and

put it on the blackboard, and let them write out xo
sentences.

This will give some idea of the work this class
may do. It should be different day by day.

C. This class is in the Second Reader.
The course planned for the D class may be pur-

sued by the toacher with this class, except it will
be more advanced.

i. Copy io words from the Reader in columns.
z. Write 5 words beginning with m, etc.
3. Write 5 words each with o in it, etc.
4. Write a story of 2o words about your father.
5. Write-the names of 5 things you now sec.

B. This clase is in the Third Reader.
i. Write a piece of 25 words about an apple.
2. Write what you saw at church.
3. Write any piece of poetry you know by heart.
4. Copy in columns, 25 words from the Reader.
5. Write the names of aIl the scholars you know.

A. This class has the Fourth Reader.
It will pursue somewhat the same course as the

B class, writing short pieces on subjects assigned,
copying words, etc. In addition to this, they
shnuld learn to classzjy words. Rule strips of paper
as below. These can be pinned to the top -f a
shoot of paper.

Noun. Pronoun Verb. Adj. Ad. Prep. Conj. Inter.

soldier his discharged a not

shot farewell

i. The sen'ence, " Not a soldier discharged his
farewell shot," will be classified in this way. The
strip on which "Noun," etc., are written, can b
removed and used again on another piece.

2. Selecting synonyms, for example, give "dis-
tant." They will bring in far, remote, inaccessible,
yonder, etc.

3. This class should learn ton good pieces of
poctry during the year at least. These should be
learned, and the reasons why they are good poined
out.

4. They should read from the standard authorf.
5. They should know about the great writers.
6. They should write, from time to time, on sub-

jects that they have studied up with care.-The
School Journal.

HOW TO TEACH DECIMALS.
BY WM. M. GIFFIN, NEWARK, N.J.

WE have learned that a bundred is made up of
ten equal parts, each of whic h is a ten, and that
ton is made up of ton equal parts, each of which is
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one. It is also truc that one is made up of ten
equal parts, each of which is a lenth, and a tenth
la nis e up of ten equal parts, each of which is a
hu.ndreu/h; a hundredth is made up of ten (quai
Pdis, eSicti of which is a thousandth, etc.A hundred is written ioo : by moving the figure
I one place to the right we obtaiti the tenth part 0f
a huidred, or 10 ; again moving the figure i one
more place t the right, we obtain the tenth part of
ten, or 1 ; hence it must follow that by moving the
figure 1 one more place to the right, we obtain the
tenth part of one, or o.i (one-tenth); by moving
the figure t still another place to the right we must
obtain one-tenth of .1, or o.oi (one hundredth).
To obtain one thousandth we move 100
the figure 1 still another place to 10
the right, thus, o.oo1. Her.ce the 1

Let the pupils discover and tell .01
hîw to ob'ain ten thousandth, etc. .001
Since the numbers are only equal parts of whole
atdebers, they are fractions; and becausethey form
a decimal scale, they are called decimal /ractions.
The Period put at the right of unit's place is called
thdecimalîoiu.

SLATE WORK.
Write one ten, one tenth, one hundred, one hun-

dredth, etc. Read the following :
10; o.; 1o; .or; I; 8o; .80; etc.

eo read a decimal fraction, name the number
"rtssed by figures, giving it the name of the

reas etPressed by the right hand figure. .064 is

At 4thousandths.
whothis point teach addition of 648
the stmnumbers of three figures as 296

When Of .321
Whe added write the same num- -

et gain. Tell the pupils to read
Teli ; flext add tht poin, thus: . 6:48
hech the"y PUsiouread tem now, 3.96
i ch they, of course, will do read- 1.31

tY enough. Now add then as in -
the rat example. Here we have,
dt addition of simple numbers and addition o
dtimal fractions ahl in one lesson, with perfec

Oaturalness, the pupils understanding one a
readily as the other. In the same way develop th
ubecte of subtraction, multiplication and division

t remember, when a boy, learning that i
pultiplication of decimals we were to point off a

t heny figures in the product as there were places i
hev multipier and multiplicand taken together. W
ple knew why till we were a man. It was a rea
Ploasure to learn even in manhood. How muc
more would it have been when in the actual work
fraMu'tiplied by .8=what ? Let us write thes

5 Ctiol s with the denominator expressed thus
15><a%=what ? 'I and f= 64. Again, .4X.~Wa ? iÁg+u = A 2 or .03:. Then if we d
001 expres the denuminator, but multiply th
arierator and point cfi as many places as therare in both mu tiplicand and multiplier taken t
gether, we obtain the sane result. Hence th
ruln; not the rule, hence the operation.

The nnumber 46-36, as we know, is read fort
5 ig and thirty-six hundredths ; but in prefixing th
8n $, thus, $46.36, we change its name, and it
low read forty-six and ihirty-six hundredths dois; or forty-six dollars and thirty-six cents.

We learn from this that hundredths of a doll
ar called cents. How few grammar pupils kno
feis til they get out into the world. Why is i

low-teacher ? Is it because such things are n
asked for in examination ? Perhaps.--Americt

'Cacher.

CORRECTION OF WRITTEN WORK.
TR value of language lessons, so far as acc

racy is concerned, depends largely upon the exte
and manner of correction. If the incorrect la
guage of pupils is left uncorrected, the errors a
impressed upon their minds, and the use of increct foris of speech becomes a habit with thett is advisable, there'ore, to allow no language woto be dont without correction.

It is well to have each pupil, beyond the fi
Year, provided with a language-exercise book. F
the Younger pupils, the book may be made by bi
1Ig together frorn twelve to twenty leaves of pri

ary ruled paper. lPon the. left-hand page the the signs of a given key. Before the session

language exer.ise can be writien; and upon the closes, the teacher, with colored crayon, may go
raguane aeese ane exercise, after it is cor- over the work, correcting each error that has been-
right-hand page the.sal in a correct form. made. The attention of the school should be called

In dictation and other exercises in which ail the to these corrections, and the pupils be asked to

pupils are tupposed to have the same forms of ex- copy the signs of correction and rewrite their com-
pupisaressio h uppe orrection may be made by positions. The same course may be pursued each

pression, themproper as the exercise is repeated day with other compositions. In this way cach

by the teacher or placed on the blackboard. In pupil learns to avoid errors which he and others

other etercises such as abstracts, letter!, etc., in have made. The pupi s also by degrees acquire

whithe xeses, sh ah pupil is different from the ability to correct one annther'a errors ; so that

that of every other one, the correction of errors after a time the papers may be distributed among

should be made by the direct a-sistance of the members of the class or school, for correction, sub-

teacher. Some corrections may be made at the ject to final correction by he teacher. Tre im-

time of writing, the teciher passing among the portance of having the pupils rewrite their com.

pupils and pointing out their errors ; but most of positions after correcin should not be forgotten.

the errors wil have to obe corrected after the paper s -Prince's Methods of Teaching.

are collected. Such corrections should be so made

as to have the pupils ascertain the correct form
and re-write tbe given exercise entire. If a siate Book .Reviews, NVotices, Etc.
is used, the sentence containing the error should

be easedh a re rtten correctly. If books ar A Vocabulaty to the First Six Books of Homer's

u edr such as have been suggested, the errors may Iliad. By Professor Thomas D. S!ymour, of
ecorrected and the exercise be rewritten on the Yale College. 120 pP. In large type, with

oi posite psge. illustrations. Ginn & Company, Publishers.
But it will not be well to have ail the corrections Those who care for this kind of labor-saving

made by the teacher. In the first place, such work, Toewocr o bskn flbrsvn

if donc thoroughly would take up much of the machinery in the study wili no doubt find this a

tiadones tioroyh in and out of school ; and carefully prepared vocabulary.

secondly, corrections made by the teacher are not Shakespeare's " The Winter's.Tale." By R. Leigh-

s0 useful as those wbich enable each pupil to see ton, B.A. London : Macmillan & Co.

the mistakes of ail the rest and know how they are This is one of the English classics for Indian

to be avoided. This, of course, is most difficult [East] students, and deserves the praise accorded

with the younger pupils, and yet it may be done.to in a previous number of the-JOURNAL to the other

some extent even with them. In correctiog mis- numbers of this series. The book is beautiful in

takes, as in teaching, do not attempt too much at appearance and remarkably well edited.

a time. The time of an entire recitation may pro- Searane and WarSaBy Jli Mditeg.

fitably be taken to correct a single exercise of a Sea-Side and Way-Side. By Julia McNair Wright.

few sentences. When a correction is presented to Boston: D. C. Heatin & Co.

a classe, drill upon il as soon as convenient, so that Such books as this remind us of the great change

the mistake may not be made again, or, if it is that bas coe over education. Sea-Side and Way-

made, that il may be corrected by the pupils. Side is intended for a achool reader. It contaîns

One way o correcting is as foilows -Let as forty-six lessons ail dealing with nature subjects.

many pupils write their exercises upon the black- There is nothing that a child o ton could not

board as can be accommodated there, andcall the understand, and there is much that moat people o

f attention of the entire class to the corrections you fifty do fot know. The book in admirable in evry
t make in each, frequently appealing to the class for respect. . S. B. Sinclair, Ph.D.,

ssistance. One pil may have punctuated the First Year at School By

e sentences improperly ; another may have failed in Principal Hamilton Model School. Toronto.

. the use of capital letters ; the sentences of another Warwick and Sons.

n§ may be poorly constructed. There are signs that Canadian authorship is

s When some of the corrections have been made, growing in originaliy and utility. American pub-
n ask the pupils to re-examine their papers and mark lishers are on the look out for Canadian manu-

e theerrors they see. Then afterexchanging papers script, and the output of text-books is increasing.
h they may correct the mistakes of one another. The book before us gives evidence of good judg-

h After ail this is done, the teacher, by glancing over ment, independence of thought, and thorough

. the papers, can tell whether they may be copied acquaintance with the matter treated, namely, the

e into the language books as they are, or whether most natural way of dealing with pupils entering

: another recitation will be necessary to correct the the public school from the kindergarten. We hope

8 papers. By this method the teacher's work will bc the teachers of our public schnols will avail them-

o material y lightened, and the pupils will acquire selves of the advantages afforded by a study of this

e the power of correcting their own and one another's book. They will find it very useful in their work

e_ errors. with children at a critical age.
o With older pupils a key for the correction of Sti re RearIt tyoascf

errors may be used. The fol owîng key has been Stickney.s Readers. Introductory to Classics for

tried with success in some achools :Children. 
By J. H. Stickney. Ginn & Com-

W.-Careless writing. pany. publishers, Boston, New York and

W .,-Error in spelling. Chicago.

y S-Error in pnctuation. This is certainly a beautiful set of books. Each

e C.-Error in capital leter. of the Readers, Firt, Second, Third and Fourth,

s Wd.-Error in use of word. is up to the highest standard in all those mechani-

l- G.-Errori of grammar. cal features which go so far to make the modern

V.-Vague ; meaning uncertain. chool book attractive to the child. The paper,
ar V.-Vage ;igumeni ncttype, and illustrations are alike excellent. But

w F.--Error in figure. what is more important still, the subject-matter has

ot B.-Borroe.abeen selected with great care and judgment, and

t []-Passages wihin brackets be recast. is uniformly excellent. The gradation is easy, yet

?-To inquire about. not too easy. Tte amount of reading matter pro-

X-Some fault oo obvious 0 require particular vided in each book is copious, a mtrit which will

iz-ng. 
be highly appreciated by the practical teacher.

Underline the error, and place the letter indicat- The author rigbtly belie es that the way 0 leain

ir- ing correction in the margin. to read is tt read. Give any child of ordinary ino

nt A simpler form of marking would be 10 draw an telligence a litrle start in the shape of knowledge of

n- oblique line through an error of spelling, punctua- the elementary sound represented by the Icters of

re tion, or use of capital letter ; to underline a word the alphabet, put a s mries of books like these odis

or- wrongly used, and, if the sentence should need re- hands in their order, and many a teacher ofhe old

m. constructing, to enclose it in a parenthesis. Ainy school will be astonisted îo find ow rapid will be

rk thing more than this, to be indicated by writing. the progress, how elitle comparatively th hlp

One good method of correcting the compositions needed, and how deleghtful an task o! learning o

rst of older pupils is to have two or three pupila write read. We have deen many admirable series of

or their compositions, or a part of them, on the board Readers, but we do not resttber to bave seen one

id- each morning. During the day the other membes Combinig more exceller cis wie. fewer defecîs

m- of the school may correct what is wriîten, using than these.
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LooK over your sample copy of School Wrk and Play.
Read the circular, with offers for clubs, and do what you
can to secure a club for your schools.

CATARRH, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS, HAY
FEVER.

A NEW HOME TREATMENT.

SUFFERERS are not generally aware that these diseases
are contagious, or that they are due to the presence of
living parasites in the lining membrane of the nose and
eustachian tubes. Microscopic research, however, bas
proved this to be a fact, and the result is that a simple
remedy has been formulated whereby catarrh, catarrhal
deafness and hay fever are permanently cured in from one
to three simple applications made at home by the patient
once in two weeks. N.B.-For catarrhal discharges
peculiar to females (whites) this remedy is a specific. A
pamphlet explainin this new treatment is sent on receipt
of ten cents by A. . Dixon & Son, 303 West King St.,
Toronto, Canada. -Scientific American.

Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should carefully read
the above.

PRACTICAL BUSINESS EDUCATION.
WE would call the attention of our readers to the im-

portant announcement of the Toronto Business College,
now entering upon ils sixth year with larger prospects
than ever. The advantages offered are well worthy of
notice. Everything that goes to give a sound business
training is taught, as is practically shown by the number
of graduates who fill responsible positions throughout the
Dominion generally. The staff of teachers in charge is a
good one, and is composed of men of tact and ability, who
are competent to expound what they profess. Their aimis to develop not only a certain amount of routine busi-
ness education, but to prepare the student for that im-

ortant duty which business life demands. A new college
ank bas been added to the practical department, and

everything to make that important branch as much busi-
ness-like as possible to the students. Telegraphy, short-
hand, and all English branches are also taught there by
able and experienced teachers.

Special rates are offered to teachers and students during
the summer, and arrangements to accommodate 300 are
completed. The college is situated at the corQer of
Yonge and Shuter Sts. Circulars, with complete infor-
mation, will be mailed free to all by addressing the
Manager.

TO TOa checrS!I
Your Committee have pleasure in announcing

that they have completed arrangements with the
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY for a
Summer Vacation trip to Victoria, B.C., and re-
turn, for $8o.oo, and to Banff Hot Springs and
return for $6o.oo, from any point in Ontario.

THE TRIP embraces a variety and grandeur
of scenery that no other possesses, and enables
one to become familiar with the unlimited
stretch of agricultural territory, grazing lands,
mountain and river resources of the great North-
West and British Columbia.

TICKETS good to start July 1oth to 2oth,
to reach Banff Hot Springs or Victoria, B.C.,
until July 3 oth, and for return until September
3oth, can be purchased from any agent of the
Canadian Pacific or Grand Trunk Railways,
from any Station in Ontario, at above rates, on
presentation of certificates signed by Jno.
Munro or Archibald MacMurchy.

STOP-OVER privileges will be granted on
tickets in both directions, within their time lim-
its, for the going and returning journeys respec-
tively. In the Mountains, Banff and Glacier
present very attractive features, and would well
repay a stop-over of a few days.

ROUTES.-Passengers have a choice of
Routes, either via Rail or via Owen Sound or
Sault Ste. Marie and Lake Steamer. They may
go by any of these routes and return by either
of the others, should they so request at time of
pur chase. Passengers ticketed by the Rail

Route or the Lake Route from Sault Ste. Marie
will travel via the Northern and North-Western
Division of the Grand Trunk Railway between
Toronto and North Bay, but from Stations east
of Sharbot Lake and Kingston passengers may
go via Carleton Junction and the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway Main Line. Those desiring to re-
turn from Victoria by the Northern Pacific Rail-
way and Sault Ste. Marie, thence Lake or Rail,
may purchase tickets enabling them to do so
for $9o.oo.

SLEEPERS.-The cost of sleeping accom-
modation for double berth, which may be occu-
pied by two persons, is as follows :-Ottawa to
Vancouver, $20.oo; Toronto to Vancouver,
$18.50 ; Port Arthur to Vancouver, $15.00 ;
Ottawa to Banff, $14.oo ; Toronto to Banff,
$14.oo; Port Arthur to Banff, $9.oo. Via
Lake Route, meals and berths are included on
Canadian Pacific Railway Steamships.

TOURISTS' SLEEPERS.-Should 25 or
more not desiring First Class Sleeper agree to
travel together throughout the trip in both direc-
tions, a Tourist Sleeper (unupholstered, but fit-
ted with mattresses, pillows, blankets, curtains,
towels, etc.), in charge of a competent porter,
will be placed at their disposal at a cost of $1o
per berth for the round trip to Vancouver. Any
persons desiring such accommodation are re-
quested to communicate with either of the
undersigned, stating their going and returning
route.

It is very desirable that those teachers who
intend accompanying the excursion should com-
municate with the undersigned at as early a date
as possible, advising date they will start, so that
arrangements can be made for sufficient accom-
modation. Certificates will be mailed them on
receipt of application.

ARCHIBALD MaoMURCHY,
254 Sherbourne St., Toronto.

JNO. MUNRO,
94 Wilbrod St., Ottawa.

O J SA~ERS

BELLUM * BRITANNICUM
And the Nine Intervening Chapters, with Explanatory

Notes, a Copiaus Vocabulary and Numerous Grammati-
cal References. By J. M. Duinn, B.A., LL.B. Classes
starting to read Latin should commence with this book.

Price, 40 Cents.

CICERO AGAINST CATILINE.
With English Notes, Critical and Explanatory, and a

Complete Vocabulary.

Orations II., III. and IV. Price, 50 Cents.
BY WILLIAM OLIVER, B.A.

Also an edition of the same by J. M. Dunn, B.A., LL.B.

Canada Publishing Co. (Lt'd),
TORONTO.

O TEACHERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS.--THE PRE-

servation of the natural teeth is indispensable to a perfect
artculation. If your teeth are decayed have them capped and
crowned b the Land system. This process is new, beautiful and
durable. o extracting; no long, tedious operations; no pain.
Ail operations known to modern dentistry skillfully done at very
small fees.-CHAs. P. LENNOX, Room B, Arcade, Yonge street,
Toronto.

"PRACTICAL -
- PROBLEMS"

FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES.

By JAMES WHITE, PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER,
RDMONTON, • ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contains nearly 70)Practical Problems in Arithmetic for the three lowest forms, andwil supply the teacher with questions at once interestin and
dsauswThe polems are properly graded for the separate c asses,

and answers are given in the appendix.
Board and Linen Covers-Price, post-pald, Only 25 ets.

Grip Printing and Publishing Company,

28 Front Street West, - Toronto.

TEACHERS,

To push a vigorous canvas on our two new subscriptiollbooks-" Testimony of Nineteen Centuries to Jesus ofNazareth," a superior book in every respect ; and " Dr.
Hyde's Story of Methodism," a new, bright, fresh book.
Exclusive territory and extra terms to teachers. Write
J. S. Robertson, Manager Subscription Department,
Rose Publishing Company, Toronto.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRYe
BeUs of Purecopper and Tin for Churche%

35,Nboes, M'ire Alarm.s, Farmsaetc. FULL%5 WARRÂNTED. Catalogue oet ree.
* VANDUZEN & TIFT. Cincinnati. O.

THE HIGH SCHOOL

DRAWINC COURSE.
Authorized by the Minister of Education

The Course is now complete:

No. i-FREEHAND,

No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.
No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,

No. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,
No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.

These books are all uniform in size and st yle, and constitute a
complete uniform series. The same plan is followed through then
aillthe Text, the Problems, and opposite the Problems, in each
case, the Exercises based upon them. The illustration is upon the
same page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in every case,
is a space for ths student's mork. Each copy, therefore, is a com-
plete Text-book on its subject, and a Drawng Book as well, the
paper on which the books are printed being first-class drawing er.
The student using these books, therefore, is not obliged to purcase
and take care of a drawing book also. Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5
are the only books on their subjects authorized by the Department.
Therefore, if the student buys the full series, he wuli have a umform,
and not a mixed series, cavering the whole subjects of the exami-
nations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Reading, one of the best
uthorites in these subjects in this country, and recently Master in

the School of Art.
4r Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, and is

authorized.
The examinations in High School Drawiug will be set from the

authorized books.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co
PUBLISHERt, TORONTO.

rE\7AR& 00o
BOOKSJ3LLERSANDST ATIONERSe

Dealers in the books required by TEAcHERS :-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGES
and HIGH scHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIvATE SCHOOLS.

Save time, save worry, rave disappointment, save money by sending your orders dI rect tO us.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONGE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.
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- -eImprove Your Time by Joining My Class.~---
COMMENCED to plan this course of study about

four years ago, and I now have a system of teaching
à

* by mail which is perfect in every detail. I am sure

that you will be pleased with my method of teaching, as

well as with the great variety of fresh, practical matter

which these lessons contain. Each day's work is enclosed

in a large sealed envelope, not to be opened until required.

I give my personal attention to the correction of all work

and to the letters of criticism sent regularly to each

student. Examinations at the close of the course will

be conducted by mail by three of the most prominent

educators of Boston, and a Diploma, containing exami-

nation ratings and other particulars, will be awarded each

successful student. Your distance from Boston will not

interfere in the least with your pursuing this course suc-
cessfully. Tuition fee for entire course, $10; books, $2.6o. For circular, application blank and other particulars,
address,

SJYMOUR EATON, 5O Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
P mk0Th--t accura-te and best series of wall maps published. Drawn and engraved bz the emnent geographer, J. BARTHOLOMEW
.l Enb ourgha Mounted on Strong Cloth, wth Rollers, clearly Colored and Varnis hed.

o. REGULAR REGULAR
.RalSIZE. PRîCE. NO. SIZE. PRICE.

a Onty Map of Ontario, -4 by 33 ches $3 0O 10. Africa, - - - 67 by52 inches $4 503. Quebec' 67 by 5. 4 50 il. Brtshl lands, - 61' by s2 4 50
. w - 67 by 52 4 50 2. Australia and New Zealand, - 6 5by52 

-. ,,v -o n 67 hy 52 4 50 13. Palestine, - - - 67 by 52 *~ 4 50
Sc a a Prince Edward Island, 67 by 52 4 50 14. The Word ln He arispheres, 67 by 52

8 th Amri - .67 by52 4 5o r5. The World on Mercatoras Projection, 67 by 32* 5

~:~ nerca -- 67 52 4 50 16. Ujnited States, 6 o eh 5

9 AsPa, - 67 by 52 4 50 17. The Dominion of Canada, - 80 by 4 ' 6 so
67 by 52 " 4 50

% the aTo any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $r.5o, we will send one or moreboemaPs, each at $..oo less tissu thse Rgl Price.

nu oris au oPportunity that should eot be neglected. Supply your school at once with First-Class Maps at wholesale rates.luodering Dictionarses or Maps please give your nearest express office. Âddress,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY I
as f he Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), NO. 23 (f), read

Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictiouary and a Gazetteer."

We 8ake Teaclbers and Boards of Trustees tl4e fo11owiiyg offers :-
CO7tCise Inmperial, best binding, -$5.50

Webste7's Unabidged,ffull bournd, - 11.50
Zppincott's Gazetteer, fzZZ bound, - - 11.50

TOgether with one year's subscription tO THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

TUE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

W. STÂHLSCHhIT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, CNurch Id Lodge Furniture

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATENTED JANUARY 24TH, 1886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lists. Name this paper. See
our Exhibit at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORONT. REPRESENTATIVE

Ge. F. Bostwick, - 56 King Street West.

I publish the Largest and Best Collec-
M u 1 C tion of Part Songs, suitable foi aill

purposes, ln Canada. Cataloge of 0,cr 700 part songe
for two, three and four voicce, post free. Also catalogues
os ail kinds of Music, Most liberal terms to teachers.

EDWIN ASHDOWN,
89 Yonge Street, - Toronto,

And London, England.

WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE,
TORONTO, - ONTARIO.

In affiliation with the University of Trinity College.

For ful information regarding graduation, prizes, fées,
etc., and for copies of the annual announcement, apply
to D. J. GIBB WISHART, Sec.

30 Carlton Street. Toronto.

BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,

45, 
rc'ad^ K 

an re 
o

circulars post frac
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cÛIm--AX$ Of ABSORPTIO. ~ 0 s- <>

THE ONLY HAVING?

APPLIANCES RQUALITIES. ,V0:

= Cu C

-- Si

CURED WITHOUT MEDICINE. 
All diseases are cured by our Medicated Electric Belt and Appliances. On the principle that electricity is life. our appliances are 7

brought directly into contact with the diseased part. They act as perfect absorbents, by destroying the germs of disease and removing allm
impunities from the body. Diseases are successfully treated by correspondence, as our goods can be applied at home. b.

ÀU

]RED OUR HVOIME EERENCES.
Henry Conwy 44 Centre Street, cured of Intermittent Fever in io days-one year's standing.

D.K. Bel 135 Simcoe Street, cured of one y ear's Sleeplessness in three days.L. B. MKay, Queen Street, cured of Headache after years of suffering.
Ms ni Ray, Manning Avenue, Music Teacher, finds Actina invaluable.

WM. Green, Thessalon, cured of Lame Back and Kidneys, said to be Bright's Disease.
E.i 220 Adelaide Street West cure2d if Catarrh by Ac, ina.

ms S. M. Whitehead, 57î 'Jarmvu Street. a suflerer for years, could not be induced to part with her belt.
J. FuIller, 44Y, Centre St -eet, coughed 18 months, cured in two treatments by Actina.

• . S. Pardee. Si Bever ley Street, cured of Lame Back after all medicines failed.
Miss Della Clayton, Toronto, cured of Paralysis, after being in the hospital nine monthis.

John Thompson, rog Adelaide Street West, cured of Tumor in the eye in two weeks.
J. MceQuaig, Grain Merchant, cured of Rheumatism in the shoulders. All other remedies failed.

Michael Kaley, Acton, cured of Rheumnatismn in the shoulder, after suffering ro years.
James Weeks, Parkd Je, Sciatica and Lame Back cured in 15 days.

Mrs. J. Swift, 87 Agnes Street, Sciatica-Rheumnatism perfectly cured.
C. C. Rockwood, 16 Bulwer Street, cured of Lame Back in a few days. "Edwin Gale, Glencoe, Ont., cured of Lame Back in io days.

Miss E. M. Forsyth, 18 Brant Street, reports a lump drawn from her hand-12 years standing. P
A. Rodgers, Tobacconist, Adelaide Street West, says Actina is worth $roo-Headache.

W. J. Carling, Exeter, could not be induced to part with Actina. C .9
Mrs. M. Hatt, 342 St. Clarens Avenue, cured of Blood Poisoning--all other remedies failing.

Mrs. J. McLaughlin, 84 Centre Street, a cripple from Rupture, now attends to her household duties.
Thomas Horford, Penetang., Sciatica and Lumbago--now entirely cured.

S. M. Clpp, Boot and Shoe Merchant, 44o Queen Street West, perfectly cured. .
Miss Laura Grose, 166 King Street West, Constitutional Sore Eye cured in four weeks.e. -tÊ

Thomas Bryan, 4 Dundas Street, Nervoui Debility-improved from the first day until cured.
Charlesç Czens, P.MTrowbridge, Nervous Debility, after 3 weeks feels like his former self.

J. A. T. Toy, cured of Emiss ons in three weeks.e
"Your Belt and Suspensory have cured me of impotency," writes G. A. "l I would not be without your Belt and Suspensor for e

$50, " writes J. McG. 1' For general debility your Belt and Suspensory are cheap at any price," says S. M.C. These letters ar nfle.
Mfr. McClinchy, Thessalon, cured of rheumatismn in back and legs ; very bad case ; laid up a long time. Many more such testimonials 4
on file.

CATARRH IMPOSSIBLE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ACTINA.

Actina will cure all diseases of the eye. The eye treated while closed.

0 0

GIVEN ON FIFTEEN DAYS' TRIAL. Seei nd jlustrate Book at Journal FREE.

DMPARE OUR GOODS IN PRIE TO ANY THERS.ix

NAM TIS PQnM . W. T. BAER C., 155 Queen Street West, Toronto.

Good Agents wanted over the entire Dominion. Address Geo.
D. Ferris, 87 Church Street, Toronto. cr Y.> Carb>Ain

T EACH.ERS AND) STUDENTS may have all their book wants THE 18 oOiw nb a
pMsromptly attended to, either in the new or used line, and at a i i

onable terms, by a Addresing er

Frank Porter, 353 YoM h e St. it es Al eR rme ie ATHedM

Mihal alyAto, urd h uîisihe shm-oul atte sufein GRo PeRs. IGADPBTSIGC.

(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.) P , S an Le

Edwinto Gale Glengos On; cured of Lame, oar $1n2 in dayAsoitinClbs.

Books to any part of the Dominig, for Inspectors, Teachers

ands M. Hntt, 342le St. lrens veue daured ofic Blond Posn nall othe rede a alng. tim __ep thsa apl o
S. . Capp Bot ndIto Mrhas ue SPE tAL EATMWETS pein MATHEMAISd EGIHMsC

A.TPublish fEm osintre esem-otl.yTEGI RITN N ULSIGC.
McG."Fo genraldebiit> nu Be TanSusoro;y aes ;bea.5t a> year," or $.M5 Theseu Associaron lb, to * -e-

andCStudent,e orTxpessedaly. ue Irbuaim' hic h es your> ae cas eadda n ie cetti sasmloy
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SPECIAL LIST OF REMAINDERS.
As in many cases only Single Copies of the follOwing books are in stock, early orders should be placed.

RECITERS.
Regular Offred

2rice At
The.anadian Speaker and Elocutionary Reader. Comn-

prising a colection of orations, dialogues and poetry,
siuitable for scbols and colleges, recitations, public and
social readings, with introductory remarks on the prin.
CiPes of élocution Edited and compiled by Edward
Uartley Dewart ................................ $ 30

Dick's Dutch, French and Yankee Dialect Recitations.
A collection of drol Dutch blunders, Frenchmen's
funny mistakes, and ludicrous and extravagant Yankee

ns, each tecitation being in its own peculiar dialect.
ited by W illiam B. Dick ........................ 30

Canadian Prohibition Reciter. A collection of newdialogues, readingd and recitations for temperance
organizations, etc. By J. Laughlin Hughes.......... 30

The Victoria Reciter. Edited by Alfred H. Miles..... 20
The Shakespeare Reciter. Edited by Alfred H. Miles. 20
Tie English Reciter. Edited by Alfred H. Miles... 20

NO VELS.
The following are Novels of which Single Copies

024y «Are in Stock. Orders should be placed ait once.
Katharine Regina. By Walter Besant, author of " All

ortsand Conditions of Men," etc.................. 35 15
Tu"santes. A Sequel to "The Casting Away of Mrs.
of .-and Mrs. Aleshne," by Frank R. Stockton, author

k tRidder Grange," etc. ......................... 35 15
Zel Alleu, M.P. By G. A. Henty, author of " All

"Los,, " A Searcti for a Secret," " The Match to

Lite or etc..................................... 35 25

eEmperor William of Germany. Edited by
necken, Ph.D............................ 35 25ocher Faust. Translated from the German by John

cher, LL.D. Part Il., with an ittroduction byenry Morley....... ... ..... .................. 25 5
,Iary of an Idle Woman in Sicily. By Francis

ot, author of "Pictures from Old Rome," etc. ... 35 25

meperor's Diary of the Austro-German War, 1866,
%dthe Franco-German War, 1870-71, to which is added

Bisarck's Rejoinder. Edited by Henry W.~~............................................. 35 a
er Dick's Darli.g sud Other Tales. By Mrs. A.
Ju ............... ............................... 35 15

RBELIGIOUS BOOKS.
ne Temperanýce Lesson Bo .k. A series of short lessons

0" alcohol and its action on the body, designed for
r"sduug in schools ind families. By i. W. Richard-

Th' M.A., M.D., L. D., F.R.S. ................... 50 25
a Early Training of Children. By Mrs. Frank

W eson .............................. ....... 35 15ele andWhitfield. The two great evangelists of the

, itcentury. Their lives, their work and their times.. 35 15
CPreedom of Faith By Theodore T. Munger......1 25 75the Threshold. By' Theodore T. Munger . .... 25 75

n Bible Hand.book. An introduction to the study of
T. ed Scripture. By Joseph Angus, M.A., D.D....2 25 50Religions of the World. Autrientic account of the

v i
0 0 8 

faiths and creeds. By members of each de.oiBatio ..................................... 
25 75

N Y ible Illu0trtions. By John Kitto, D.D., F.S.A.
,et dition, revised and enlarged by J. L. Porter,

n e* D , . ....... ; ...................... ........ 75 200
A p Personaity and History of Satan. By R. B own.. r 40 75

i P'lIr Introduction to the Pentateuch. By the Rev.
Sk' Wheler Bush, M.A.................----.. ... 90 50

Crus of the Life of C. H. Spurgeon. With 23 par.
ïï engravngs ............................. 07 4

B niesof ar Church History. Ante-Niceneperiod.TheeV. H. -I SmithDD .............. 200 50

f a dard Bible Readers. For Sunday Schools and
.The Sles. By J. S. Laurie .......................--. 35 20crpture Club of Valley Rest; or, sketches of

«verbOdyb5 neighbors By John Habberton, author of
Babies. ................................ 33 20

they following volumes offered at reduced rates, aselightly soiled.
new Testament with Explanatory Notes. By theCV W

Addle . Wesley, A.M. Revised and improved by
to on notes allusive to Eastern manners and cus-
of - accOrding to modern travels, and as elucidatory

u criptare impart, by the author of Helps to the
fulpiPt. Crown. 8vo, cloth, 704 pages, with a beauti-

sre frontice by Kronheim, exhibiting thet of Wsey is escape from lire when a child,
.e . ...... ..................... . . 25 75

nit Life. bookfor young men. By John
0  l , D.D. î6th thousand.......................5 75

aths lu New Light. By Newman Smyîh 25
eora s. English sacred songs of fty.years..2 50 x 50
V. G. H rancis Ridley Havergal. By her sister M.

... . ... 30 30
si,îte b>' the I4ev.* W. Morley Punslîon, LL.D...2 25 7

nr- B Mark Guy arse, author of Daniel
of . Homely Talks,c. . .......... .

Cns l Soul. By the Rev. joseph Cook .... .. ·· 50 30
Cook C- with Preludes on Current EventsB Jos.

esterda ' .• .-. .35 20I EE -daY and Forever. A poem 22 books.
So e À; ickersteth, M.A. ....................... so

hPe of the Blessed Life. B M. Guy Pearse. 35 20E. .ouf the Rock and Other Poems. Edited by
cersteth, M.A........................... 90 50

Regalar Offered

Under the Surface. By Francis Ridley Havergal ...... $ 50 30
What Saith the Master? A daily text book in the very

words of our Lord. Selected by May Cochrane... 35 20

Heavenly Lights. Cheering texts from Scripture. A
birthday book for every day in the year .............. 20 10

My Object in Life. By Ven F. W. Farrar, D.D., F.R.S. 35 20

Thorn Blossom. Quotations grave and gay arranged as
a birthday text book. Persian calf .................. 35 20

The Night Side of New York Life; or, The Masque
Torn Off. Twelve Sabbath morning discourses. By
Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, D.D. .................... 35 20

COOKERY BOOKS. Etc.
Soyer's Standard Cookery for the Public. Embracing an

entirely new system of plain co kery and domestic
economy. By Alexis Soyer, author of The Mode n
Housewife ....................................... 30 15

Souillard's Book of Practical Receipts. For the use of
families, druggists, perfumers, confectioners. etc. By
F. A. Souillard, practical chemist.................... 30 15

The Golden Receipt Book ; or, information for all classes
of persons, and indispensable especially for the s ck.
By the celebrated A. W. Chase M.D................*so 25

The American Housewife and Kitchen Direct ory. Con.
taining the most valuable and original receipts in all the
various branches of cookery, together with a collecti>n
of miscellane>us receipts and directions relative to
housewifery ....................................... 30 15

PARLOR GAMES.
Parlor Tableaux ; or, animated pictures for the use of

families and public exhibition. By Tony Denier.... 25 15
The Card-player. Comprising concise directions for

playing cribbage, ecarte, piquet, all-four, quadrille.
and all the best round games. By G. F. Bardon.. .... 35 20

Draw Poker and Spoil Five. Illustrated .............. 20 1o

'The Game of Draw Poker. By John Keller. Including
rules for the new game of progressive poker... ...... 50 25

Dick's Game of Patience ; or, Solitaire with cards. New
edition, revised and enlarged, containing 64 Lames.
Illustrated. Paper............................... 75 35

Cloth....................... .......... 1 00 50

Dick's Hand-book of Cribbage. By W. B. Dick ...... 40 20

How to Play Whist. Containing primary rules for
beginning, and laws of the game, together with explan-
ations and directions for old players.................. 15 07

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Natural History of the Gent. By Albert Smith

Illustrated ......................................... 35 20

The Natural History of the Flirt. By Albert Smith ... 35 20

The Natural History of Evening Parties. By A. Smith. 35 20

Beeton's Complete Letter-Writter for Ladies............20 10
The Imperial Letter-Writer. Embodying letters on the

simplest matters of life for the use of ladies and gentle-
men, and a series of modern and practical letters of
business trade circulars, forms, etc. Selected from
actual mercantile correspondence, with applications for
situations, etc........ .............................. 90 50

Stops; or, How to Punctuate. Practical handbook for
writers and students. By Paul Allardyce ............ 35 20

Relation of the Tariff to Wages. A simple catechism for
those who desire to understand this matter. By D. A.
W ells.............................................. 20 ro

The Etiquette of Courtship and Marriage. With
colored plates ............. ....................... 20 îo

The " Krank "-His Language and What it Means. By
Thomas W. Lawson . .............................. 25 20

Golden Gleanings from the Thoughts of General Gordon 20 10
Suggestive Thoughts for Meditative Minds. Frcm

sources ancient and modern.......................... 20 10
Golden Sands from the Germsan Ocean of Thought ..... 20 so
Sayings of zoo Great àten in Praise of Books ........... so o
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The Bible and the Sunday School.
By Rev. Richard Newton, D.D., Rev. Lyman Abbott, D.D.,

James Hughes, Esq., Re. F A. O' ears, D.D., P. P. Bliss, Miss
Frances E. Willard, Rtv. A. H. Munro, Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, J. E.
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Rev. B. P. Raymond, Miss Jenny R. Merrill, C. M. Morton, Esq.,
Rev. H. W. Warren, D.D., Rev. D. Marvis, jr., Hon. A. D.
Shaw. Edited by Rev. W. F. Crafts.
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The lecture outlines in this little volume are epitomes of addresses
and conversations given at the Sunday School Parliament, Rev.
W, F. Crafts, Conductor, on Wellesley Island, one of the famous

Thousand Islands," in the St. Lawrence River.
It is thought that in the present formn of " Outlines" the points

made will be more permanently and widely useful as a basis for
study in teachers' meeting,, normal classes and institutes, as well as
for private readung, than in the usual form of a consecutive and
detailed "report.' Parents, pastors, Bible students and Sunday
school workers will find in these outlines many valuable hints and
suggestions, which may be further developed by thought and
experience. Methods of Bible study will be found to have equal
prominence with icethods of Sunday school work.

Regular Price, 5o cents. Offered at 25 cents.
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and Student's Assistant for i881. Ccmpiled by Thomas Kirkland,
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Head Master, Provincial Model School. Price 5o cents. Hints.
and Answers to the above, 50 cents.
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SPECIAL TO TEACRERS.

Spend your Vacation in Toronto and take up the
Special Course for Teachers at our College.

.$PWtäMSTF11 EACH DEPARTMENT

All teachers should send for circulars and samples of

PENMANSHIP. SPECIAL LOW TERES.
Advantages unequalled by any similar institution.

Immediate application necessary-address,
J. M. CROWLÎ, General Manager,

For full information.

Sclool O ork and play#"
The attention of Teachers is directed to

the new illustrated paper, with above title,
for boys and girls. Samples of early num-
bers have been sent to teachers, with circu-
lars describing the paper, and offering

PREMIUMS FOR SCHOOL CLUBS.

Please read carefully the latest circulars
accompanying the samples of issue of May
3rd.

The paper contains eight pages, ioxI5,
and will be filled with matter at once enter-
taining to the pupil and of advantage to
the teacher in its relation to school opera-
tions. It will always be abundantly illus-
trated in high style of art. The following
will be among the departments:-

Our Story Column."
"Our Friday Afternoon at Home."

"The Field of Fame,"
"Puzzlewits."

" Some Famous Boys and Girls."
Editorial."

"Jest Phor Phun."
"For the Little Ones."

"Light on the Lessons."
" Games and How to Play them."

If any teacher has not received the sam-
ples, they will be sent promptly on receipt
of post-card. Please say that you are a
teacher.

The paper will be carefully edited by W.
H. HUSTON, M.A., English Master Toronto
Collegiate Institute. The distribution will
be in school clubs only, as described in the
circular, outside subscribers being allowed
to connect themselves with the club. The
active co-operation of Teachers will thus be
necessary to success. Please send Club
Orders as soon as possible, and secure back
numbers. Address,
GRIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.

Publishers,

28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

ummer Vacation.

CA NA DIA N TEA CHERS
Can getfrom any Railroad Station in

Ontario on Certiicate from

JOHN MUNRO, or ARCH. MACMURCHY,
Ottawa. Toro nto.

ROUND TRIP TICKETS TO

VICTORIA and RETURI,
BAIFF and RETORI,

For Circulars and Descriptive Paniphlets, giving full
particulars, write

W. R. CALLAWAY,
District Passenger Agent,

Canadian Pacific R'y,
Toronto, Ont.

- $80.OO

or J. E. PARKER,
City Passenger Agent,

Canadian Pacific R'y,
Ottawa, Ont.

Kindergarten Examinations,
JUNE, 1889

ryi--[ rp Ag[-aMI

FOR ASSISTANTS.

Wednesday, 26th June.-A.M., 9.oo-12.oo, Theory
and Practice of the Gifts-First Paper. P.M., I.30-4.00,
Theory and Practice of the Gifts-Second Paper.

Thursday, 27th June.-A.M., 9.00-12.oo, Theory and
Practice of the Occupations-First Paper. P. M., 1 .30-
4.oo, Theory and Practice of the Occupations- Second
Paper.

FOR DIRECTORS.

Friday, 28th June.-A.M., 9.00-12.oo, General Prin-
ciples of Froebel's System. P.M., 1.30-4.oo, Theory
and Practice of the Gifts.

Saturday, 29th June.-A.M., 9.00-12.00, Mutter and
Koseleider. P. M., 1.30-4.oo, Theory and Practice of
the Occupations.

Visits of inspection and examination in practical
teaching will be made as follows:-

Ottawa-Thursday and Friday, 13th and r4th June.
Toronto-Monday to Friday, 17th-21st June.
Hamilton-Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 24th,

25th and 26th June.
All applications for examination must be sent to the

Secretary of the Education Department not later than ist
June.

In Ottawa and Hamilton the books in practical work
should be submitted for examination on the days arranged
for practical teaching. In Toronto the books may be
left at the Education Department on Wednesday, 26th
June.

In all cases there should be a certificate from the
inspector or director that the modelling and pease work
bus been completed. Candidates who have passed in
book work and practicul teaching will be required to take
the written examinations only.

TORONTO, April, 1889.

DAY'S BUSINESS COLLE GIE,
Toronto, offers excellent facilities for acquiring

.A. GOOl B-tszIqwHss TIa-zam-

Instruction Sound and Practical. References to former students
and reliable business men. For terms address JAMES E. DAY,
Accountant, 94 and 96 King Street West, near Rossin House.

The Meisterschaft School of Languages,
20 Queen Street West, Toronto.

French, German, Spanish, Italian. Conversational
Know4dge in Ten Weeks.

Experienced native t@chers. Send or call for Circular.
Address commhications to CHAS. T. PAUL

A VALIJABLE NEW BOOR
FOR TEACHERS.

One Hundred Lessons in

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
This book contains 400 Exercises in Composition,

properly graded, for use in the thrce highest fortms of
public schools and the junior form of high schools and
institutes. These exercises are for class work-saving
the teacher a great deal of time and trouble-and they
contain matter sufficient for a year's work in each grade.

It is a most valuable work, by a well-known and
highly competent Canadian author, W. H. Huston,
M.A., First English Master Toronto Collegiate Institute,
and Editor of the English Department of the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL.

PRICE ON LY 25 CENTS.

$60 O Send your order to the publishers and receive the
book, post-paid, by return mail. Address,

Grip Printing and Publishing Co., Publishers,
28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

'THE

OJLYleRFCzOODL

THE PATENT BUTTONLESS
(SEE ILLUSTRATIONS)

Is Used by ail Leading Clubs in Great Britain
and Canada. It is Superler to ail

other makes In point of
SHAPE, STRENGTAH AND DUR ABILITY.

Positively handled by no one else in Canada. Free to
any address as follows:-

No. 3, $1.75. No. 4, $2 25. No. 5, $3.15.

Address, D. FORSYTH.
Secretary Western Football Association, BERLIN, ONT.


